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RCH 10, 1971
Newspaper
Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Callowat*Cpunty
United Press International

To
County Secondary Clean Teens
Conduct Drive
Road Program Is Here Saturday
Announced Today

Vol. LXXXXII No. 59

Combined Reapportionment
Bill Passes House Tuesday

The Kentucky Chapter of The
Nature Conservancy, a nationwide, non-profit membership
organization whose primary
objective is to acquire and
Highway Commissioner B. E. Road.
is protect outstanding natural
King today announced Calloway Bituminous surfacing
County's 1971-72 Rural Secondary scheduled for 1.3 miles of Tom areas, will be aided in helping to
totals Taylor Road, 1.6 miles of West pay off the $52,000 debt for the
which
Program,
Fork Church Road and 2.1 miles purchase of Murphey's Pond.
$282,720.47.
Murphey's Pond is Kentucky's
Bituminous initial surfacing is of Old Newburg Road.
planned for three sections of Ky Various county roads totaling last remaining stand of virgin_
AGANA, Guam—John C.
464 totaling 3.5 miles, 1.6 miles of 113 miles will be maintained cypress and relatively unLarson, son of Doctor and Mrs.
disturbed swampland, possibly
Squire Irving Road, 0.6 mile of under the 1971-72 program.
Edwin Larson of 105 S. 14th St.,
considered seriously by the
By Robert P. Dalton
Coles Camp Ground Church Road Rural Secondary projects are the area with the most natural
Murray, has been promoted to
Senate.
and one mile of Carlton Road. financed by two cents of the habitat for wildlife in Western
staff sergeant in the U. S. Air FRANKFORT, Ky. (UP!)—
The House adopted two
to
according
Grade and drain work and rock seven-cent-per-gallon motor fuel Kentucky,
Force.
The House-and Senate-combined
Miss Diane Clark, a 1969
s to its proposal
amendment
chapter
one
local
for
tax.
the
for
planned
are
spokesman
surfacing
Sergeant Larson, an in- reapportionment bill passed the
student of Murray University
changing internal district lines on
of Clean Teens.
mile of KY. 1346, 0.5 mile of
telligence specialist at Andersen House overwhelmingly, 81-19,
School, has been awarded b
two districts and then beat down
The Nature Conservancy ad- Certificate of Merit from the
Dunagan (Peters) Road, 1.2
AFB,Guam,is assigned to a unit Tuesday night and was to get its
attempts to make major
six
vanced the Kentucky Chapter a National Merit Scholarship
miles of Peters ( Dunagan ) Road,
of the Strategic Air Command. final reading before a vote today
s to the bW including
amendment
to
which
and
Road
with
Todd
$60,000
little over
.4 miles of Les
He has completed a year of duty in the Senate.
Corporation. This signifies that
one that would have killed it.
purchase the heart of Murphey's she has advanced to finalist
.1 miles of McCullough Branch
The final House bill was the
in Vietnam.
The bill with the necessary
Pond. The Kentucky Chapter, standing in the 1970-71 Merit
The sergeant is a 1967 graduate State Government Committee's
for passage already lined
Votes
onconservati
of
composed
of Murray High School. His wife,
Program.
' up by the House leadership
See Map On /Owe 9
minded individuals, is morally
and
Mr.
of
the
daughter
is
Mr.
Kathy,
of
Diane is the daughter
slipped. through easily with a
obligated to raise the money by
Mrs. Arnold Ronna, 1709 second substitute measure and
The_and Mrs. A. L. Clark of Oak
minimum of haggling.
19,
than
rather
20
counties
split
public subscription to repay
Keenland Drive, Murray.
Drive, Murray. She was active in
adding Estill County.
Nature Conservancy so the
while
(Continued on Page Nine)
activities
Tony clubs and
The Senate redistricting bill
Tom Gates and Gene Peters of money may be used for ad- fn high school and participated in
was the same one that was
Louisville, Co-Chairmen for the ditional projects.
many regional and area music
originally passed by the upper
'71. and Forward Ford for Saturday, March 13, membrs programs.
chamber but it is tacked into the
Governor Committee today of Clean Teens, a youth group of
She is continuing her education
constudents
House bill and made one bill.
County
Calloway
of
appointment
announced the
AL Marshall University in HunWe understand all these black
AcCording to State RepresenHenry of Murray as the cerned about the environment„
Don
tingtoo, Welt Virginia, where she
birds come .to roost every night
, Registration tative; Guy Lovins, of Murray,
RushingCounty Chairman. This H- -conduct a bouse-tcPboune
Tom
Calloway
Miss Diane Clark
on North Sixteenth Street. Every committee is made up of 71 young canvas in the city of Murray to has been selected to the Dean's
Chairman in Calloway County for Calloway and Trigg Counties will
first semester.
the
for
list
morning they come by the house,
the
in
aid
"The Wind" which was the Combs-Carroll ticket said comprise the Fifth District.
to
tribution
donations
seek
of
throughout the State
men
squawking and hollering on their
repayment of this debt.
Miss Clark also received a cash published in the March, 1971 issue today that the County Court The House also has up for
Kentucky.
way to look for food and in the
contacted by award from the National" Beta of the National Beta Club Clerk's Office will be open from passage today a single Senate bill
not
are
who
Those
The Quota Club of Murray met
1709
Magnolia
at
lives
Henry
evening they return by the
noon which is the same as passed by for a special program meeting at
.
8:00 a.m., until 1200
his. we, the former this drive and wish to donate may Club magazine for her con- Journal.
with
Drive
thousands to roost for the night.
Ithe upper chamber. Amendments the
Restaurant
Southside
Saturday, March 13.
Ann Overbey aia&their three do so by contributing in the
All voters who have not have been added to the bill and Wednesday at 6:30 p.m. with
And Mrs. Moffett
children, Don .110Deie and containers for this purpose in
Mr.
registered are urged to do so. Iwere to be voted on today. That eighteen local members in atDoug. He is a iiilletaber of the various places of business
As we drove into the driveway
Event
Shrine
Attend
School Board, of the throughout the city and county or
last date of registration is on measure is not expected to be tendance. The president, Geneva
City
The
Murray
yesterday the surrounding areas
Methodist Church by sending them to: Clean Teens,
30, 1971.
Brownfield, presided.
United
March
First
were covered with the birds. One
A special benefit ballgame !nth
Club officers' reports were
Mr. and Mrs. William E
For transportation, if needed,
and on the administrative board P. 0. Box 920, University Station,
when
that
is
Caligeray
of the oddest things
proceeds going to the
He is also a Murray, Ky. 42071.
read and approved. All Chairman
Moffett attended the festivities 'call the following numbers: 753Church.
the
of
they take off, they all do so at member and past peasidaskafAbe .Persons wialiise more in- County Rescue Squad will bald honoring A. B. McGranahan,
of various committees goer
6617 or 753-7489 or 753-8990 or 753exactly—the- same time as if by
School on Friday,
Optimist Club. He served three formation about any of the above at the Kirksey
Illustrious Potentate of Oleika 1262 or contact any one of the Tickets for the Murray High- reports of their many activities
some signal.
p.m.
seven
at
years in the Army as a 1st may write the above address or March 12,
Temple in Lexington on Satur- Combs-Carroll Chairman or Carlisle County game of the. during the past Quota year.
The Murray Murray Firemen
call 753-3279 or 436-5523, a
Lieutenant.
Special guests were Mrs. Alice
precinct workers.
day, March 6.
Regional Tournament will be sold
will play the Kirksey PTA men's
announce his co- spokesman said.
the
will
of
Henry
District Governor, from
members
the
Redmon,
of
Some
Wallis
and
Wallgreen
dinner
at Scott
A reception and
"I am one of those who is an workers at a later date.
team. Also featured will be a
Registration Committee are: Drug Stores until noon on Friday, the Paris, Tenn., Club, who gave
Fifteen
dance.
the
preceded
optimist in these days of trouble
PTA
Almo
game between the
were Larry England-489-2474; Fred according to Principal Eli words of greeting and introduced
Temples
at home and abroad. I have faith
women and the Hazel PTA Shrine
three other guests including the
535841; Brenda Nix-753- Alexander.
DOG
FREE
represented with approximately Curd-7
in the great body of American
women.
McQuinn-753-1593; Chair seats cost $2.00; reserve guest speaker, Mrs. Ruth NunPolly
nine
7359;
haired
curly
white
solid
A
wives
and
Shriners
hundred
six
people, and that they eventually
games
the
from
All proceeds
Danny Ross-436-2291; Myrna
is free to
The Boots and Slippers Square
seats are $1.50 and natty, Lieutenant Governor, who
through their representatives months old female dog
played by the Murray Firemen at attending. All the festivities were Phillips-492-8204; Nancy Roberts- bleacher
inFor
pet.
a
for
will
a
Club
have
dance
Dance
someone
adult tickets itAlles in Little Rock, Ark.,
admission
of
general
Hotel
the
of
Phoenix
will handle and dispose
Almo, Hazel, and Kirksey have held4n the
753-7223.
Lovett
Louise McCarty, also of Little
Cecil
7;
753-6242.
753-535
p.m.
call
at
eight
13,
March
formation
Saturday,
cost $1.25.
which Mr. and Mrs. Moffett and
troublesome questions that now
gone to the Rescue Squad.
All persons who will be 18 years Student tickets will be on sale Rock, and Mrs. Bethel Williams
at the AmericanLegion building,
. . . Earl H.
others were overnight guests.
confront us"
of age by the date of the general at Murray High School for 75c of the Paris, Tenn., Club, who
corner of 6th and Maple Streets,
SAME NAME
Beshlin, 101 year old former
ONE CITED '
Moffettt is Oriental Guide of election in November 1971 are before and after school and serves as District secretary.
the
caller.
as
Bill
Dunn
with
Drive,
Dudley
of
Bill McKee!
congressman from Warren, Pa. One person was cited for public
Temple, Madisonville, eligible to register if they meet throughout the lunch hours today
Mrs. Nunnally presented a
All square dancers and specnot the Bill McKeel Rizpah
drunkeness on Wednesday by the tators are invited to attend. Murray, is
and is a member of the Murray- all other requirmiats of the and Friday.
very informing and challenging
who
option
the
local
signed
Murray Police Department.
Calloway County Shrine Club.
message using the theme "Stir
registration law. -'
Refreshments will be served.
petition.
Kappa Alpha fraternity is putting
What Talents You Have" inon an old newspaper drive on
cluding "Time" the gift that only
Saturday March 27. So save all
God can give you. She said
your old newspapers and call 753you think you lack talents start
way
4048 for pickup. This is one
including the talent of
stirring,
they have of making money.
using your financial ability and
obligations by not despising our
the ABC
alcohol in Murray, a maximum of one license
smuuprpruaryt. 20 separate liatior businesses in
(Editor's Note The following article, written by
ABC
the
of
Functions
responsibilities, small or great,
be
could
county
of
Gene
McCutcheon,
the
2500
residents
for
editor,
each
news
Ledger and Times
Have you noticed the number of
The Alcoholic Beverage Control Department and give more time to each of our
with the assistance of County Attorney, Sid
for retail package stores, according to
outlets geographically by imissued
the
restrict
groups of young people who enter
Easley, is being published in the hope that it will
was created by Kentucky Statutes(KRS 241.015
the regulations of the Alcoholic Beverage
(Continued on Page Nine )
plementing zonj4 ordinances through the city
into the civic life of the comclear up some of the questions raised by the voters
2410301 to administer controls on the
and
ratio
same
of
The
ion.
filed
(
been
ABC).
has
Board
Control
C9Fi1lniSS
which
petition
option
Planning
local
a
on the
munity? They help out in
alcoholic beverage industry in the state.
with the County Court Clerk. The sole purpose of
licenses to population would be applied to the
"The citY can control completely there the
number of ways by aiding in
the article is to present facts concerning the issue
The department is headed by a three-member
spokesman for the ABC
the ABC
however,
licenses,
drink
a
of
issuance
*rated,"
storesaire
support
to
various drives, putting on drives
to our readers and it is not intended
board; namely, the Commissioner, the Distilled
licenses
drink
"as
on
is
quotas
other
can
set
said.
Yrankfort
etc.
the
"drys.")
or
z
in
the
"wets"
themselves,
either
and road blocks
Spirits Administrator and the Malt Beverage
deemed necessary."
,zThe city would be allowed to set the cost of
Our fraternities and sororities at
McCutcheon
By
Gene
double
Administrator. This board is known as the
of
to
maximum
issued
a
at
be
hotels,/ city privilege licenses
Drink licenses could also
MSU and the other groups at the
Alcoholic Beverage Control Board.
is $400 for a
onot
which
accomoclati
the
license
for
are
that
privilege
motels
inns
or
state
by
doing
the
raised
always
been
are
have
university
Several questions
the Kentucky Statutes provide the board with
license.
drink
to
a
for
"designa)ed
$400
are
and
and
public
license
traveling
the
package
something that will help someone
residents of Calloway County since a petition
city
powers and duties relative to supervising
a
many
of
cost
maximum
the
patrons."
that
serve such transient
This means
The Murray-Calloway County
else.
was filed with the County Court Clerk
and regulating the legal sales of alcoholic
a
license would be $800 each.
do
niispecify
ABC
the
of
drink
or
The
regulations
package
Board of Realtors will have it.
purthe
for
election
option
local
a
requesting
given
by
statute,
is,
board
The
beverages.
meeting
monthly
quota on package beer licenses Or on beer "by
The state beer-license license is $25, however,
•regular
pose of "taking the sense of the voters regarding
certain powers to adopt regulations, to adopt
the drink" licenses, however, an official at the
the regulations allow cities to set local beer
Friday, March 12,at 11:30 a.m. at
It is too bad that a small minority
the sale of alcoholic beverages in the City of
quotas on licensing, to prescribe rules for adABC office in Frankfor( said that the city
licenses as high as $200 each.
the Holiday Inn.
always gets the publicity when so
Murray."
vertising, to grant,'-special licenses and to hold
or
Administrat
beer
y
of
outlets
number
----Cit
the.
limit
could
council
many
so
Richard A. Rushing, Executive
by
held
be
done
is
election
that
the
good
much
The petition requests
of
on
applications
appeals
hearings concerning
with a city ordinance as long as the ordinance is
If the city votes wet, the mayor would have to
Director, Kentucky Association
young people.
on April 20, 1971, but it will be up to the Calloway
licensees and the licensing of applicants for
appoint a city administrator whose duties would
reasonable in application.
of Realtors, will be wuest of the
County Court(County Judge) to actually set the
license.
the
authorizes
license
retail
A
package
be:
Murray Board.
referendum.
for
this
date
It also has the power to revoke, suspend or
—to adopt reasonable regulations for the
licensee to purchase and sell distilled spirits and
As Executive Director of the
The court must first determine whether or not
cancel licenses, to conduct hearings and subsupervision and control of the sale, tranof
wine in unbroken packages only and only for
Association
Kentucky
the petition is valid according to Kentucky
poena witnesses,
sportation, storage, advertising and trafficking
coconsumption off the licensed premises.
Realtors, M.R. Rushing
Statutes concerning local option elections. If the
The Statutes also prescribe a variety of rules
of alcoholic beverages;
and
A retail drink license authorizes the licensee
activities
ordinates
petition is found to be valid, then the court will
governing
intended to promote moderation in the sale and
regulations
reasonable
wine
at
and
adopt
Kentucky: Generally fair and
—to
spirits
and
sell
distilled
to
purchase
programs for the organization
have no choice but to call the election.
use of alcoholic beverages such as restricting
Increasing
procedures relative to applications for and
warmer today.
retail by the drink, for consumption on the
which includes 1,200 Realtors and
According to Kentucky Statutes(KRS 242.020)
conditions, hours and days of sale, restricting
of licenses;
does
license
revocations
cloudiness and not so cool most
drink
A
retail
licensed
premises.
28 local boards.
of
number
"a
by
be
signed
must
petition
the
of
eligibility
to
the
sale
consumer,
of
each
of
the
amount
—to_ limit the the number of licenses
sections tonight with a few light
not authorize the sale of liquor by the package.
He is graduate of the
constitutionally qualified voters of the territory
the sonsumer, etc.
kind or class to be issued in the city, under ABC
showers extreme southwest.
A malt beverage retailers license beer
University of Kentucky. He was
to be affected, equal to twenty-five per cent of
The central offices of the Alcoholic Beverage _field secretary for the University
regulations;
Friday considerable cloudiness
license) authorizes the licensee to sell malt
the votes cast in the last preceeding general
Control Department are located at 404 Ann
hearings and appeals ender
conduct
premises
—to
licensed
and mild with occasional light
the
at
from
retail
of Kentucky Alumni Association
beverages
election."
Street, Frankfort The department has branch
Kentucky Statutes governing alcoholic
showers mostly southeast porfor five years and is currently a
only.
will be held at county expense
election
The
offices at Covington and in Louisville.
tion. Highs today 50s to low 60ss.
beverages;
Places of business wishing to retail both
district representative on the
and the rules for general elections will apply.
The field divisions' duty is to enforce the
revoke or cancel for cause,
purchase
suspend
to
—and
to
lows tonight 30s east to lower 40s
required
and
be
liquor
beer
Alumni Board of Directors from
would
that
has
said
0.
Miller
Robert
County Judge
alcoholic beverage laws in the entire state and
west Highs Friday 50s east to 60s
after hearing, any license issued.
Fayette County. He and Mrs.
separate licenses for each.
the court will take action on the petition at the
they are called upon to give assistance to
The city administrator must take an oath as
west
Rushing have three sons and live
w The issuance of these licenses Would be based
nestregular session, March 22, 1971.
as
in section 228 of the state con- federal county and local authorities. The ABC at
population
prescribed
at
of
on
229 Leawood Drive in
the
annual
estimates
days
sixty
least
at
be
must
date
-- "The election
present has 23 agents in the state.
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
stitution.
Lexington.
determined by population estimates for Kensubsequent to the filing of the petition and not
The agents of the ABC investigate all apThe functions of the city administrator Is
Extended weather outlook for
tucky counties prepared by the Agricultural
Ray Roberts, president, will
later than ninty days after the filing," County
Kentucky,
Kentucky Saturday briugh
stated in the Kentucky Statutes )KRS 241.190) plicants for licenses and periodic inspections of
of
at the business meeting.
University
preside
Station,
Experiment
said.
Easley
Sid
Attorney
licensed businesses are carried on throughout
monday
are that "his functions shall be the same with
Lexington. These figures would be used in every
of the outcome of the referenRegardless
Showers east,Ckion ending
respect to city licenses and administration as the year.
year except in a census year, in which U. S.
dum—whether the voters favor remaining dry
SHRINE BREAKFAST
State administrators and all field represenFriday nigpr' with fair and
be used.
the functions of the Alcoholic Beverage Control
would
figures
census
Government
can
election
option
local
r
wet—anothe
or going
Murray-Calloway County
The
peace
of
in,
powers
and
with
full
police
the
licenses
tatives have
warmer Siturday
Board are with respect, to state
A maximum of ten retail package and ten
a period of three years from the
for
held
will hold its monthly
be
Club
not
Shrine
officers and their jurisdiction is coextensive
(Teasing cloudiness and chance
retail drink licenses could be issued in Murray-- regulations, except that no regulation adopted
date of this election.
fellowship breakfast at the
premises
more
any
inspect
but
may
stringent
Sunday
They
less
the
state.
be
with
may
showers
or
administrat
figure
for
by a city
based on the 1970 U. S. Census population
Only those registered voters who live within
Holiday Inn on Sunday, March 14,
where alcoholic beverages are manufactured,
likely Sunday night or Monday.
than the statutes relative to alcoholic beverage
of 27,206 for Calloway ('ounty. Generally
will be eligible to vote
Murray
of
limits
cit
the
at nine a.m. Members note the
sold_ stored or otherwise trafficked in, without
No important temperature
control, or than-the regulations of the ABC."
speaking, however, this maximum would
on the issue.
correction from the place
and
they
may
would
warrant,
or
iSearch
first
obtaining
administrat
city
a
of
changes Sunday and Monday.
regulation
No
probOly not be reached because the population
Number of Outlets
•
previously announced
Qs_
and
30s
property.
upper
by
any
contraband
-also.cunfiscate
T Atte in the
of the arim wettld most likely not be en()tigh-to- heroine effective Mail it had -been approved
If the voters of the cit approve the sale of
•
114:hs in the
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THE LEDGER & TIMES

PUBLISHING ComPANT.
PtIltilisHED by LE.OGEB & TIMES
The Calloway Times, and'
Inc., Consolidation of the Murray Ledger,
Kentuckian,
The Tunes-Herald, October 20, 1928, and the West
January, 1, 1942.
753-1916
103 N. 4th Street. Murray. Kentucky 42071. Phone
- JAMES C. WILLIAM, PUBLISHER
Letters to the Editor,
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising,
the beet
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for
interest of our readers.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE wrrmER co., nos
Madison Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., New York, N.Y.,
Si.ephenson Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
• Entered Daily at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for
transmission as Second Class Matter
SUBSCIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 35e, per
Month $1.52. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, 0.50;
Zones 1 & 2, 913.00, Elsewhere $16.00. All service subscriptions $8.00.
"The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community is the
Integrity el its Newspaper"
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Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER a TIMM FILE

The Murray Housing Commission revealed yesterday that the
appraiser's report on the two proposed tracts under consideration
by the commission for public housing had been approved.
Girl Scout Week will be observed in Murray March 12-18, according to Mrs. Edmund Steytler, president of the Murray
Council.
Births reported in the past week include a son to Mr. and Mrs.
Billie Mayfield and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Don Smith.
Lowes beat Mayfield 53 to 44 and North Marshall beat Tilghman
42 to 34 in the semi-finals of the First Regional Basketball
Tournament.
Elvis Presley in "Flaming Star" starts tomorrow at the Varisty
Theatre.

Registrations For
Trucks Due April 1

MENTAL HEALTH MATTERS
Bertram S. Brown, 14.-9., Dtrector
National Institute of Mental Health

What Do We Mean
11 -Drugs"
There is a good deal of confusion, misunderstanding, and
misinformation prevalent about
drugs these days, about "good"
and "bad" drugs, and about
their use and abuse.
It rosy be well, therefore, to
take a look for a moment at
the entire subject of drugs and
what we mean when we speak
of drugs.
A medical dictionary definition of the word, "drug," which
cornea from the old English,
"drogge," tersely says that drug
means "a substance used as a
medicine."
Actually, this comes pretty
close to what we mean when we
apply the term to substances for
treating mental illness, but
further explanation is in order.
Nearly anything that man
takes into his body—by swallowing, inhaling, injecting, or
even receiving through his skin's
pores—can be called a drug.
Any chemical substance that
affects living organisms is, in a
sense, a drug.
Besides, a substance can be a
"drug" at one time and something else at another. For example, a substance known as
lithium has been used in industry in ceramics and metallurgy.
However, owing to recent research, it is also now used in
treating certain cases of mental
illness.
To further add to the corn-

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER & 71111:8 FILL

Mrs. Louise Kerley, mother of Larry Kerley and Mrs. Van
Barnett, died yesterday at her home in Tulsa, Oklahoma.
"Flowers down at the Murray Manufacturing Company are
coming out. They are a real treat to the eyes in the summertime",from the column,"Seen & Heard Around Murray".
The Delta Department of the Murray Woman's Club celebrated
as 24th anniversary with a dinner and special program at the club

plea picture are the various uses
of drugs for purposes that are
not medical, but which may be
religious (in some societies),
poetic, aphrodisiac, and so on.
Then there are such things as
the question of whether a drug
is employed principally to affect the body or the mind. In
the latter case, the drugs are
often called psychoactive (mind
affecting) drugs and form a
major part of all the substances
prescribed by physicians.
Appropriately prescribed and
properly used, several kinds of
psychoactive drugs can and do
play an important role in the
prevention and treatment of
various mental illnesses.
Among the main classes of
such drugs are the major and
minor tranquilizers, anti-depression drugs, stimulative drugs,
sedative drugs, hypnotic drugs,
and, as mentioned, lithium carbonate.
It is important to stress that
drugs can be and are beneficial
for both mental and physical
diseases. But it is also important
to emphasize that drug abuse is
a grave problem. The seriousness of this problem, from
narcotics such as heroin to
milder mind affecting drugs, can
scarcely be over-emphasized.
Full, free information on all
aspects of drug abuse is available from the National Clearinghouse on Drug Abuse Information, Box 1701, Washington,
D.C. 20013.
NIMH-35271

-TV
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Channel S
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Ky.—
FRANKFORT,
Commissioner Alex McIntyre,
Department of Motor Transportation, announced that
commercial truck tags, which
went on sale at County Court
Clerks' offices March 1 must be
renewed no later than April 1.
Kentucky registration statutes
require that all commercial
trucks be registered for the
maximum gross weight to be
carried on the highway during
the current year.
McIntyre said the Law Enforcement Division of his
department will launch a concentrated campaign to see that
1 commercial trucks are
properly registered.
He added that any trucks found
without basic registration will be
put out of service until the basic
tag is acquired.

Open: 6:45 Nitely plus
1 pm Sat. &
Adm.: 81.50 & 75
. TONITE thru TUE..1

SBA Representative
To Be At Paducah
A representative of the Small
Business Administration will be
at that Agency's part-time office
in the City Hall on the Second
Floor, Paducah, Kentucky, on
March 18, as announced by R. B.
District
Blankenship, SBA
Director. The office, operated on
a semi-monthly basis every first
and third Thursday, will be open
from 9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
Churches oppose
P.R. ntining
NEW YORK (UPI) -Two
American mining companies
have been asked by officials of
six major Protestant denominations with congregations in
Puerto Rico to postpone planned copper mining in the island
safeuntil
commonwealth
guards— have been established
to protect its economic, social
and ecological future.
The companies are Ameri., and
can Metal Climax, Inc.
Kennecott Copper CorporaThe denominations,
tion.
which said they based their
request on "the danger such
mining will be to the health
and well-being of the people of
Puerto Rico:. are the American Baptist Convention; Episcopal Church; United Church
of Christ; United Methodist
Church, Lutheran Church in
America and United Presbyterian`Church in the U.S.A.
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spending, preferential rates for
and
broadcasting
campaign
house.
repeal of spending ceilings.
Mrs. John Corbin and daughter, Nancy Bell, of Providence are campaigns.
President Nixon is worrying
the guests of their parents and grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
There is no more evidence
Stanley Futrell.
than ever of a bipartisan or about a crisis in confidence in
even •a partisan consensus on the government because of the
way government is functioning.
new laws.
Melvin Douglas, Academy Award Nominee. for Best Actor of
President Nixon has neither The Democratic National Com•
a the Year is shown in a scene from Columbia Pictures, "I Never
said
spokesmen
offered nor promised recom- mittee
Ft E.AT RE
mendations, although his par- campaign financing system, Sang For My Father". Also starring Gene Hackman, Dorothy
March
thru
showing
an4
Now
es
P.
ty's leaders in the House and based on "hypocrisi
Stickaey & Estelle Parsons, rated G.
Senate have joined in sponsor- corruption," causes a shortage 16 at Salem Cinema II.
Foe by grace are ye saved through faith; and that not of
'A CONSTANT WKS OF QUIT Mbar ,
ing election reform proposals. of confidence irrgovernment
yourselves: it is the gift of God.—Ephesians 2:8,
But there is little similarity
Only God has the power to save us; through unmerited favor
between the measure introand love
duced by Senae Republican
down acting roles for 5e
Leader Hugh Scott and another By United Press International
one.
this
accepted
Today is Thursday, March 11,
finally
By ARMY ARCHER!)
co-sponsored by House GOP
''But -" he quickly added, "I
Cs Oral Press Association
the 70th day of 1971.
Leader Gerald R. Ford.
accepted this role not because
Correspondent
The moon is full.
by Carl Riblet Jr.
Senate Democratic Leader
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are
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The
stars
morning
sponsor
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chief
Mike Mansfield
life *Danton Millers' but because
believe- but Jackie Cooper will
and
Jupiter.
Mars
I honestly believe it to be a
Politicians can't see beyond their nose. They of a bill bearing no resembe celebrating his 50th birth The evening stars are Mercurole in which I could do a yeoblance to recommendations of
lay, come Sept. 15 of this year.
cannot or will not face up to the proposition that
man's job. A professional actor
the ry and Saturn.
of
officials
top
the
And, with apologies to Jackie
does not have to have all the
engagingin politics is something like minding the
Those born on this day are Coogan I who will he 571, CoopDemocratic National CommitandiSbe arid
experience called for in each,
under the sign of Pisces.
store during a fire sale—never pass up a chance to
er still looks like a kid I apol_tee.
rimra seeen ill canna be gesen•y4
an adequate job. A
do
to
role
Jackie
Kid,"
On this day in history:
ogies again to The
mal(e a buck.
good performer studies the role.
Teddy Makes Suggestion
In 1888 more than 200 persons (7oogan I.
of course, and then does a manRecently, the Los Angele3
It has been almost 10 years died as a violent snowstorm
sized job of research."
History
Natural
of
"In politics, it's you or me and
Museum
F.
John
Kenne- crippled New York City over a
since President
In this case. Cooper had to
opened its hall of movie memortoo bad for the other fellow."
dy reminded that an earlier four-day period.
admit, no research was needed.
,
abilia, and in the auditorium
Republican president, Theodore
Even as he was playing the role
In -1930 William Howard Taft
was
—Dictionary of Opinions
the first BIM being shown
of the TV executive, Jackie was
Roosevelt, had suggested in became the first President of -Skippy," starring Jackie Coopexperiencing setbacks from TV
1907 that the national political the United States to be buried ,:r at the ripe old age of 10.
executives on some of his comparties should be financed by in the National Cemetery at
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busy a
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screening,
the federal Treasury.
Va.
Arlington,
take one project away from the
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further
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and
the
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Kennedy liked
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series in
the pilot of a new
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propose improvements in fundIn
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Cooper—He's Jackie of All Trades
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Murray High, Carlisle County
Advance In Regional Tourney

y plus
un

eight
seven point lead and the ball. Their longest lead was four David Smith each grabbed
Comets.
the
lead
to
rebounds
effort
an
left
in
6-4.
started
points,
With
1:40
the
Tigers
the
Here,
McClure was high scorer
The first round of Regional to eat up the remaining time on quarter, the Comets caught up Keith
Cuba with 19 points. Tom
Tournament Action last night the clock. The Viking offense, with Cuba dnd knotted the score for
the at ten all. They didn't pull ahead, Swatzell netted 17 and Dave
saw the Murray High Tigers and forced to come out after
six however, until the end of the Jones added 14 markers. Swatzell
the Carlisle County Comets as Murray team, gave the Tigers
grabbed six rebounds and Mcshots from the free throw lint, period, when they led 16-15.
winners.
and Jones each got five off
Clure
on
team
held
Cuba
The
scrappy
horn.
St.
final
the
overcame
before
Murray High
for
boards.
the
man
for
the
second
of
high
the
first
part
David Alexander,
Mary's 72-63 and Carlisle County
of the
the Tigers with 19 points, tied for quarter, but the Comets soon In the lower bracket
downed the Cuba Cubs 74-61.
Region Tourney, the TilghFirst
with
honors
the
for
At
them.
too
proved
much
scoring
the
high
between
game
game,
The second
man Blue Tornado takes the
Tigers and Vikings was a fight to Wolfee Bagby of St. Mary's. end of the first half, the score was
Fulton County Pilots tonight in
the finish with both teams giving Ricky Jones was top rebounder 39-31, Carlisle County.
the first game at 7:00 p.m. The
ground grudgingly. The Tigers with eight. David Alexander and The second half was more of
game will match the
second
pulled
the
with
the
Comets
both
same,
McCuiston
but
Porter
led for much of the contest,
Sympsonia Rough Riders with
the margin between the two clubs down six rebounds, Johnny leading 60 to 47 at the end of the
Williams had five, Steve Hale got third period, and keeping the the Benton Indians to finish out
was never very great.
and
slowly
and Dayton Lasater got one, same thirteen point lead at the the first round of the Tourtwo
off
Murray started
nament.
of 28 finish, 70-57.
had to fight to catch the Vikings to give the Tigers a total
meet
down The Comets hit 43 per cent of Murray High will
early in the game. After knotting rebounds. St. Mary's pulled
County Friday night in
Carlisle
on
33
rebounds.
field
goal
attempts,
their
21
of
total
first
game
the
during
a
once
the score
The Tigers shot 48 per cent out of 77. Carlisle had an the semifinals along with the two
period at five all, the Tigers
of tonight's game.
didn't take the lead until midway from the field, hitting 26 of their unusually small number of free winners
SCORING
the
From
y
ten—but
throw
attempts.
attempts—onl
goal
Vikings
field
54
The
stanza.
second
in the
their made eight of these count for 80 Murray High (72)—Alexander
tied the score three more times in line, they hit two thirds of
per per cent from the charity stripe. 19, McCuiston 11, Williams 10,
the period, and led for two brief free shots, 20 out of 30, for 67
Hale 17, Jones 11, Lasater 4.
instances before the half ended. cent. St. Mary's hit 44 per cent Cuba hit 57 per cent from the
St. Mary's (63)—M. Glover 14,
35
20
and
their
on
52,
of
of
out
floor,
connecting
23
on
floor,
inthe
at
six
from
by
The Tigers led
12, K. Glover 2,
Danneker
the
charity
From
goal
the
attempts.
field
from
71 per cent
termission, 33-27.
Weglicki 3, Naas 12, Thompson 1,
Murray stayed out in front until stripe, hitting 17 of their 24 line, the Cubs hit 61 per cent,
making 21 of their 33 chances. Bagby 19.
late in the third period when the chances.
Carlisle 74, Cuba 61
Carlisle Coach Tom Buchanan,
hard-fighting Vikings caught up
In the first game last night, the emptied his bench, with all but Carlisle 174)—Larkin 21,
with them. With 2:53 left to play
Turnbow 6,Simmons 8, Duncan 6,
in the quarter, the score was tied Carlisle County Comets breezed three of his twelve men getting on
Thomason 10, Smith 9, Friell 10,
was
man
High
the
74.61.
scoreboard.
later,
Cubs
Cuba
the
seconds
past
at 43 all. Fourteen
Crider 2, Polivick 2.
also
ked
who
Larkin,
top-ran
I.eonard
The Cubs gave the
St. Mary's went ahead by one on
IT TAKES TWO--Ste4 Hale seems to be getting a little help on
ALL ALONE IN THE END ZONE—Cliff Simmons of Carlisle a foul shot. The Bengals took Comets a hard way to go during collected game high scoring Cuba t61)—Swatzell 17, Hicks
shot from.Tony Naas of St. Mary's. The Tigers downed 1tie
this
2,
Morris
3,
Jones
doesn't have anyone around to keep him from getting these two control again however and the early part of the game, and honor's with his 21 points. Russell 5, McClure 19,
Staff photos by David Hill
72-63.
Vikings
I.
McKinney
and
quarter
eight
points.
of
Thomason,
a
Mickie
got
total
first
Turnbow,
the
night.
Simmons
of
last
points against Cuba
quickly regained a three point led for most
lead. Once again, though, the
Viking offense picked up four
points and carried a one point
lead into the final period, 50-49.
The final quarter was all
said they wanted to see
should be his last fight.
and peered from behind dark have him fight because at least also
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UPI
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a
few swelling around his eyes.
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in his heart, but he wasn't then decide what to do next," Ellington's band blared put
spiting partner for four
will open the most ambitious Southeast Missouri, Austin Peay, }={:.0.C.Z.C.=.•=.:}*CoOOC singing any for his own victory Frazier said. "I'm not tired another tune and Joe's friends done enough," Durham said. zier's
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schedule in the school's history Memphis State, Vanderbilt, and
party after demolishing C-assius now, but it's just all the danced. However, Mrs. Frazier
and should be his last fight."
March 14 against Tulane in New Middle Tennessee.
pressure ,is relieved and it sat at a table signing auto- this game for 12 years
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Thursday Couples
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two
Spares
$2850.00
ti79
Michigan, which has a 17-6
LOADED.
bronze.
in
of Texas. Murray finished fifth
hand.
67 CHEVY II
Rockets
847
overall record and an 11-2 mark
$4500.00
the tournament last year.
69 IMPALA
4 door sedan
Reapers
845
in the Big 10, became 1the first
Murray's entries in the in2 door hardtop
FRAZIER HONORED
70 CAPRICE
Blue, V8.
(SC)
Series
High
Team
ever
confer4nce
team from that
will be Vernon MarRed, air, power
4 door hardtop
MANILA (UPI)—The World Red Birds
automatic,air.
2093 vitational
DOOR
2
to accept a bid to the NIT This is
CHEVELLE
68
Chris
steering
68 VETTE
Boxing Council WBC Wednesday Reapers
$1575.00
$3675.00
2072 coullier, Corky Taylor,
speed
4
white,
the first year that the Big 10 has
hardtop,
Mike Mattingly, Mike
named world heavyweight Spares
2 door convertible
$2475.00
2069 Piggott,
allowed its second-place team to
tires.
new
65
2
DOOR
CHEVELLE
Celano.
Paul
and
Reitz,
as
its
orange
champion Joe Frazier
High Team Series (11C)
$1415.00
go to the the NIT and Michigan
hardtop, blue
$ot%
$2975.00
Twenty-seven holes will be
"boxer of the month" for his Spares
2423
DOOR
has clinched at least a tie for
4
IMPALA
and
Friday
Saturday
both
played
67
decision over Muhammad Ali. Red Birds
2390
62 CHEVROLET 4 DOOR
second.
SEDAN
2362 on the ISU golf course. The best
Rockets
Red
$575.00
Oklahoma,second to Kansas in
power steering,
the 54 holes will
for
scores
five
gold,
High Ind. Game (SC)
Jennings Wins Trophy
the Big Eight, has a 19-7 overall
tires,
new
owner,
champion.
one
237 determine the
NEW YORK (UPI —Bill Cen- T. C. Hargrove
record. The Sooners are led by
power glide.
The entire Murray State team
67 FORD 4 DOOR, ONE
225
D.
Brewer
16
averaging
is
of
old
who
$1075.00
50
-year
Jack,
presidept
nings,
Bobby
from last year is back this
OWNER
217
D.
Alsobrook
points a game, and Scott Martin, the New York Rangers of the
season. The Racers were runnew tires, power steering,
2 DOOR
IMPALA
212
67
Parks
M.
National Hockey League, was
who is averaging 15.
os power brakes, air.
HARDTOP
leiArativ
206 ners-up in the Ohio Valley ConOklahoma lost to MU in the presented with the Lester K. Hargrove
White, V8, turbo201 ference tournrnane last year.
$1100.00
64 MERCURY
quarter-finals of last year's Patrick Memorial Trophy for M. Hodge
Last fall, they won the Murray
power
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hydromatic,
Game
Ind.
_High
it
1971 Tuesday night "for outtournament,
and,
finished
249 State Invitational
steering.
T. C. Hargrove
St. John's Providence, Dayton, standing service to hockey in
$1375.00
244 second in the prestigious Midwest
D.
Brewer
Tennessee,
,
States."
the United
St. Bonaventure
Intercollegiate Championship in
239
Jr.
C;Black
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DOOR.
63 FORD 4
Hawaii, Massachusetts, LaSalle, Jennings is credited with
257 Stillwater, Okla.
K. Hargrove
71 IMPALA 4 DOOR
V8 automatic, air, power steering,
Georgia Tech and Syracuse being most responsible for the
233
M. Parks
SEDAN.
the
to
bids
seven
NHI.
to
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of
expansion
previously
$474.00
232 FIGHT MOVIES
J. Knight
Soft ray tinted glass.
tourament, which runs from additional U.S. cities in the 1st
NEW YORK (UPI)—Motion
ELECTRA
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Door edge guards.
tl,%T..ygars.
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4 season air-conditioner.
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594 Muhammad Ali title fight
J Neale
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N. Chancey
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and
States
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Parks
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SUPER
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by
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hardtop, red, power
M. Hodge
TRANSPORTATIONCARS AM pushbutton radio.
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Cinerama
of
President
Suger,
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steering, power brakes II
P. Neale
Accent moldings.
$5500.00
Releases.
automatic, buckets $2475.00
Black cloth interior. Andistributhe
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A
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High Ind. Series
tique white.
69 ROADRUNNER
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652 tors said that a
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C. Black „lr
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2
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637 prints of the
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$3421.00
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1
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more
627 made and that 300
bronze, loaded, new
'J. Neale
air.
steering,
power
original
652 be ordered. He said'the
K. Hargrove
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CHEVROLET
624 order of prints is the
M. Parks
miles cut.
68 PONTIAC TEMPEST
sporting event.
a
for
ever
made
$1975.00
598
Knight
J.
I door, gold.
68 LA SABER 2 DOOR
Howsam's Contract Renewed
69 FORD - 5000 SERIES
High Averages
BVOB
hardtop, beige, power
CINCINNATI UPO
red, 300 to extent
187 Howsam's contract as excuAlsobrook
steering, power brakes,
$2475.00
184
J. Neale
factory air, one owner
live vice president and general
641 South
183 manager of the Cincinnati Reds
I.. Dixon
$2275.00
118 CHEVY, LONG
Across from Uncle Jeff's
182 was renewed Tuesiiii
T.C. Hargrove
for
WIDE BED.
AND
SEE...
BY
COME
68 ROADRUNNER
182 another two years.
N. Chancey
'Green. V8, nirbohardtop,
door
2
Jenkins
Charlie
177
11 Jones
hydromatic, one
Francis L. Dale was. rebronze. 4 speed,
Dwain Taylor
172 elected president of the club
NI Hodge
owner
•
.1. H. Nix
vinyl top
170 nd• Warren Giles, retired
NI l'arks
$1775.00
Fitts
Mae
161 National I 'ague president, was
$1575.00
P Neale
153 named an honorary menifier of
Nlar. Smith
152 the board of directors.
It Dixon
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Retirement Is On Frazier's Mind After Victory

Baseball Season At
MSU Set To Open

Standings

More Sales - Producing Dealer Ads

so moist

to
:

Four Berths Open
In New York NIT

MSU Golf Team
To Open Season

GREAT

NOW

OPEN!!
Roffler of Murray
MENS STYLING*
— Plus —
BARBER SHOP
8:00 to 5:00 - Tues thru Fri.
8:00 to 6:00 - Saturday

LIT ES

RY"

ROFFLER OF MURRAY

Central Shopping Center Murray, Ky.
Owner - Tossy Morganti

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET, Inc.
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Dorothy Group Of Miss Jane Rainey
WMS Holds Meeting Speaker At Meet
The Dorothy Group of the At Hendon Home
of the First

CE

fo

Baptist Women
Baptist Church held its business Mrs. Graves Hendon opened
meeting Tuesday following the her home on Olive Street for the
s—
week of prayer program at the meeting of the Bethany Sunday
church at nine o'clock in the School Class of the First Baptist
Church held on Monday, March 8,
morning. •
Mrs. Hugh Oakley, chairman, at seven o'clock in the evening.
presided. Mrs. Hugh Noffsinger, "Misled By A Miracle" was the
chairman of the drapery com- theme of the program presented
mittee,reported on the drapes for by Miss Jane Rainey. Her
comments were taken from the
the Youth Center.
Plans were discussed for the book, "Pocket of Pebbles" and
dinner for the International her scripture reading was from I
Students at Murray State Corinthians 1:8-10 and Matthew
Murray High School NFL students presented the program at
University to be held Saturday, 24:24. She told the members not the dinner meeting of the Theta Department of the Murray
March 13, at the Baptist Student to believe in fake miracles. She Woman's Club held Monday. They are left to right, Lezlee BarCenter. Persons are furnishing also discussed ways to help the tholomy,, Don LampkIns, Wanda McN abb, Valerie Harrison, and
Maggie Battle.
the ingredients and letting in- University students.
ternational students prepare Miss Rainey was introduced by
the members and their husbands
dishes from their native land to Mrs. Edgar Morris. Dr. Lou
Hostesses were Mrs. C. W. Jones,
McCain led the group in singing
be served at the dinner.
Mrs. Charles Hale, Miss Martha
Announcement was made that "In The Garden", and prayers
Guier, Mrs. Robert Hopkins,
is
Mosteller
Mercer
-were led by Mrs. Charles
Mrs. Paul (Dorothy)
Mrs. Ben Hurnpluies, Mrs. Lloyd
now a patient at Vanderbilt and Mrs. V. W. Parker, class
P. Jacks, and Mrs. A. L. Hough
Hospital, Nashville, Tenn., for teacher.
Five students from the
Lawrence, National Forsenic League at
Terry
special tests. She is a missionary Mrs.
to Thailand and the group is president, presided and read Murray High School presented
from I Peter 5:7, II Chronicles the program at the dinner
named for Mrs. Mosteller.
Mrs. James Martin announced 7:14, and Psalms 66:18, Mrs. meeting of the Theta Department
that the primary department Mercer read the minutes and of the Murray Woman's Club held
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Lamb of
Sunday School of the church had Mrs. Joe Parker gave the on Monday, March 8, at six-thirty Murray Route Seven are the
participated in the project of treasurer's report.
o'clock in the evening at the club parents of a baby girl, Felisha
helping a family in Murray. This The class voted to give an of- house.
Ann, weighing seven pounds
was discussed at the February fering to the Mid-Continent Bible Don Lampkins was the master twelve ounces, born on Monday,
meeting at the home of Mrs. School at Mayfield and to the of ceremonies for the program March 8, at 12:20 p.m. at the
Annie Armstrong offering for consisting of readings and Murray-Calloway County
Lloyd Jacks.
Others present, not previously home missions.
poems. Other students appearing Hospital.
mentioned, were Mrs. Eugene
A social hour was held with on the program were Misses The new father is employed by
Tarry, Mrs. Brent Outland, Mrs. refreshments being served by Lezlee Bartholomy, Wanda the General Tire and Rubber
Ralph Darnell, Mrs. Joe John- Mrs. Hendon, Mrs. Rudolph McNabb, Valerie Harrison, and Company, Mayfield, and the new
Ray Maggie Battle.
Mrs.
ston. and Mrs. Neil C. Brown. Thurman,
mother is employed at Carroll
Buckingham, and Mrs. Kelly Mrs. C. W. Jones, department Tire Service.
Miss Cynthia Gail Mathis
Outland.
chairman, presided at the
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
meeting. She was selected to Fred Carroll of Murray Route
Mr. and Mrs. Howard D. Mathis of Dexter announce the
represent the department on the Five and Mr. and Mrs. Charles A.
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
council for the proposed Youth Lamb of Farmington Route One.
Cynthia Gail, to James Michael Ross, son of Mrs. Evelyn Ross
Center for Murray and Calloway Great grandparents are Mrs.
and the late Euclid F. Ross of Hardin.
County
Minnie Carroll, Story Avenue,
is
School
High
County
of
Calloway
graduate
a
Miss Mathis
Sister Lois Ann Pfiester, a 1970
A report of the rummage sale Murray,Mr. and Mrs. Earl Lamb
presently employed at Carmen's Beauty Salon in Benton.
alumnk 'of. Murray State
held February 6 at the American of Farmington Route One, and
Mr. Ross is a graduate of South -Marshall High Schoch- and-is
University, has been awarded a
L.eagion Hall was given with Mrs. Mrs. Daytha Wilkerson of Far•
employed at the Murray Division of the Tappan Company.
National Science Foundation
Cliff Campbell and Mrs. Roy mington Route One.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, May 1, at three
Faculty Fellowship
Starks as co-chairmen. The
o'clock in the afternoon at the Hardin Baptist Church. No in- Science
more than $10,000 and
clothes that were left after the
vitations are being sent and all friends and relatives are invited. valued at
under the provisions of which she
sale were donated to the KenYou reo art 10/11111 oohed OW
will study toward a doctoral
MONAD= le•dop tablet rod elegy
tucky Mountain Mission and for
Yip cot
Lo Woe ISOINADICI
degree in biology at Ohio State
Baptist
the
at
bank
the clothing
your Owe for made hod. rot lour
dengetoos
me
Coupes
Ion
weggh
Columbus.
University,
Student Center at Murray State
drugs and will 1101 nobs you torSister Pfiester, a member of
University.
yaw so woo.corns. MON*
dart Wan 1004ADICI
your Me
the Dominican Order of nuns in
Named to the nominating
mots Idle kr•II doe, ropply Idea
Church,
our money Mil to
leader.
or
DA
ugly
Catholic
Thursday, March 11
B.
J.
Mrs.
Roman
were
committee
the
refolded end, ou wale= robed
Cumberland
Presbyterian
currently is teaching biology at
Burkeen, Mrs. A. L. Hough, and
505*055 is odd rid, dm
guaroole by
Baptist Women of Elm Grove S! Catherine College in
Women of the North Pleasant
Mrs. Lloyd Jacks.
Duke & geOrbregen Drug Wire—
Grove Church will meet with Baptist Church will meet at 130 Wishington County.
bernop.41•11 colors Moe
A potluck dinner was served to
Mrs. Glyco Wells at seven p.m. p.m. at the church with Mrs. She received her master's
• Henry Richardson as the leader. degree in that field from Murray Mrs. Kenneth (Julia Anal
The Sunnyside Homemakers
State last August. A 1965
senior nursing student at
Flotilla XXVII-5 of the U. SL graduate of Catharine Spalding Ross, a
Club will have a potluck luncheon
State University, made
Murray
at the home of Mrs. Donald Thorn Coast Guard will meet at the College in Louisville, she plans to
dean's list for the fall
the
home
of
Mr.
and Mrs. Ken enter Ohio State this fall to
at 10:30 a.m.
semester with a perfect 4.0
Stevens.
commence work on her doctoral scholastic average. She is the
The Grace Baptist Church
wife of Dr. Kenneth Ross of
The J. N. Williams chapter of program.
WMS will meet at the church at
of Mr. and Paris, Tenn., formerly of
the United Daughters of the She is the daughter
two p.m.
Pfiester, 503 Murray, and will receive her B.
Confederacy will have a coffee at Mrs. Joseph P.
Mrs. W. Z Carter. Oxford Place, Louisville.
of
home
the
S. degree in June.
Gamma Omicron Phi of Beta
at 5.30 a.m.
Street,
711
Olive
Sigma Phi will meet at the
Visitors are welcome.
Baptist Student Union at 7:30
p.m.
Two one act plays will be given
Graduate recital of June by the eighth grade at New
Wiggins, Poseyville, Ind., piano, Concord School at 7:30 p.m.
at the recital hall of Fine Arts
The Faculty Group Bridge Clu
Building, MSU, at eight p.m. No
of Murray State University will
charge.
meet in Rooms three and four of
the
Student Union Building at
Baptist
Women
Olga Hampton
of Sinking Spring Church will 7:30 p.m. For information call
meet at 130 p.m. at the church. 753-2485 or 753-8279.

Mathis-Ross Vows To Be Read

rid of Edwin
or he'll get rid of you
Get

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I am 39, and Edwin is 40 We've been
married for 19 years, and I'm not saying our marriage has
been a bed of roses, but then, whose has?
About a year ago Edwin tried to run me down with his
car but 1 was too quick for him. Of course he denied it—said
the brakes didn't hold, but he was lying.
A few months ago Edwin was on the roof fixing a leak
and I was down below turning on the garden hose when be
tried to drop a heavy metal tool box on my head. It missed
me by a hair I just don't know what he will pull next, Abby.
I have heard rumors about him and a neighbor lady whose
husband is gone for months at a time working on a ship.
If Edwin wants to be rid of rise, why doesn't he say so? if
I didn't have 9 kids I would leave him tomorrow.
SUSPICIOUS
DEAR SUSPICIOUS: If you suspect Edwin is trying to
get rid of you, beat Ma to the month and get rid of HIM. If
you can't afford a lawyer, see your local legal aid society.
Better to be suspicious and alive, than the dead "victim" of
an "accident" IP. S. If he asks you to go bunting, fishing,
boating, or mountain climbing with him, don't go.)
DEAR ABBY: During most of my childhood I had pale
blond hair, but as I grew older it gradually turned to that
"dishwater blond." so I started to bleach it in order to retain
the same light blond color. At the time I met my husband I
was a "blond," with the help of the beauty parlor I never
tried to deceive him. He knew, and had DO objections.
About a month before our marriage I took a good look at
myself and decided the artificial blond hair was not
becoming to me—also my hair was in sad shape from all the
bleaching-, SO I dyed It back to my natural light brown color
with gold highlights. Ever since, my husband has been
throwing a fit because he wants me to be a blond again
So, Abby, I need some advice from you—and from your
readers Should I be a blond to please my husband. or
should I stay the way I am to please myself?
TO DYE OR NOT TO DYE
DEAR TO: To thine own self be true- Retain your
natural color and explain that nothing is forever. And tell
him that when he loses HIS thatch you'll not love him less.
P. S. Bay a smartly styled blood wig for those occasions
when he gets blond-hungry.
DEAR ABBY: I always *sad your column first for two
reasons. First, because it is different every day, whereas the
news is always the same. Politics, war, crime. etc And
second because it Shows us what a motley crowd we human
beings are.
For example, you recently had a letter from a woman
commenting about a previous letter concerning sickness in
old age. She believed that sickness in old age is punishment
for sins committed in younger days. That's like believing, as
they did in the early Christian era, that people with mental
illness were possessed of the devil.
Then today you told somebody that people who leave
their TV sets on when friends called are justified if the
callers dropped in unexpected.
If you are right, what has happened to the old idea of
friendliness? I can't think of a TV program that is more
important than having an old friend drop in to pay me a
visit. It's the folks who are called upon who are honored. We
are always pleased when unexpected company drops in.
Yes, we human beings are a motley crowd.
ONE OF THEM
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box MN. Los Aageles, Cal,
110401. For a persooal repay enclose stamped. addressed
envelope
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Lois Ann Pfiester
Awarded Science
Fellowship-Ailard -

LOSE UGLY FAT

t,t1

Miss Brenda Hilliard will be
Baptist Women of Hazel
Baptist Church will meet at 1:30 presented • in concert at the
Nowhere Coffeehouse, United
p.m at the church annex.
Campus Ministry, 202 North 15th
Baptist Women of First Baptist Street, at eight p.m. Adni4sion is
Church will meet at nine a.m. at seventy-five cents per person
the church with Mrs. Solon
Darnell as the leader.
Saturday, March 13
The New Providence Riding
Baptist Women of Elm Grove
Club will have a dinner meeting
Plans have been completed by Church will meet at the church at
Mrs Alene Pritchett opened Miss Winnifred Fitts, daughter of 930 a.m. with Mrs. Alfred KLiel and business session at Captain's
Kitchen at 5:45 p.m.
her home for the February Mr. and Mrs. Edward E. Fitts of as the leader
Dexter
the
of
meeting
for
Tenn.,
Puryear,
Route One,
Homemakers Club.
her wedding to Billy Terrell
Welcome , Wagon The Murray Women's Bowling
The
The lesson on 'Preparing Food Logan. son of Mr. and Mrs. Billy
Newcomers Club will meet at. the Association will meet at Corvette
With An Electric Blender" was Logan of Union City, Tenn.
to award the
presented by - Mrs. June 'Prit- The ceremony will be held on Community Center at 7:30 p.m. lanes at 3:30 p.m.
prizes in the annual tournament
chett. The devotion from John Saturday, March 20, at five-thirty
The Dexter Homemakers Club
15:12-17 was read by Mrs. Pansy o'clock in the afternoon at St.
meet in the home of Mrs.
will
Pritchett.
Leo's Catholic Church on North June Pritchett at 9:30 a.m.
Saturday, March 13
Rev.
12th Street, Murray, with
The Boots and Slippers Square
Mrs. Lyda Overbey, president,
Martin Mattingly officiating.
presided. and Mrs. Linda Conner,
The Christian Social Concerns Dance Club will have a dance ar
Julia Ann Fitts, sister of
at
secretary. called the roll, read Miss
Committee will meet at the the American Legion Hall
the bride-elect, will be the maid
eight p.m. with Bill Dunn as the
Center
the minutes, and gave the
Community
at
Douglas
of honor, and Miss Phyllis Ann
caller All square dancers and
treasurer's report. Nine mem7:30 p.m.
Logan, skster of the groom-elect,
spectators are invited.
bers answered the roll by giving
will be the bridesmaid.
remembered
facts
historical
The Lynn Grove School PTA
Serving as best man will be
about George Washington or
father of the groom- will meet at the school at 7 30
Logan,
Billy
Sunday, March 14
Abraham Lincoln
elect. Mickey Graham will be the p.m
The Murray-Calloway County
be
will
Ushers
Friday, March 12
Shrine Club will have its monthb
Refreshments were served by groomsman.
Johnny Fitts, brother of the
Murray fellowship breakfast at the
North
The
the hostess Others present were
bride-eect, and Jerry Crews.
Homemakers Club will meet at Southside Restaurant at nint
Mrs June Higgins. Mrs Dottie
Keeping the register will be the home of Mrs. Charles a HI
CoLson, Mrs Naomi Edwards,
Miss Debbie Logan, sister of the Humphreys, 1106 Circarama
-•
and Mrs Irene Mitchuson
groom-elect Serving at the Drive, at 1:30 p.m.
The Murtay Art Guild will be
reception will be Kaye Evans of
open from one to five p.m,
Syersburg. Tenn., Kris Barnes of Olga Hampton Baptist Women Selected art works of Murray
Jackson,Tenn., Peggy Seawright of Sinking Spring Church will High Art Department are on
of Paris, Tenn., and Linda meet at the church at seven p.m. display.
Harkey of Parsons. Tenn., all
sisters of the bride-elect.
sorority
Baptist Women of Hazel
Murray
Mass Mary Stein of
and relatives are Baptist Church will meet at
friends
All
the
of
meeting
the
Organist Virgil Fox will be
attended
invited to the wedding and the church annex at 1:30 p.m.
presented in the third of the
.kssociation For Supervision and reception to be held immediately
Civic Music Assogiation
eurrieulum Development at St. following in Gleason Hall, next to
Baptist Women of First Baptist Murray
Awls. Mo..last ueekend. She is a the church Noformal invnations 'Church. will meet at nine -n.m7 .nrPrtle,g t_ the University
School auditorium at 11:3r1i7m.
teacher of English at Caldwell are being sent
with Mrs Hay Moore as the
Counts High School. Princeton.
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-Agers Waist
Knew." seed $I to Abby. Ben 40700, Les Angeles. CaL 11111.

Dexter Club Holds
Regular Meeting
At Pritchett Home

An4400*

•

Students Present
Program At Meet
Theta Department

Plans Completed By
Winnifred Fitts
For Her Wedding

MURRAY SEWING
CENTER

S-t-r-e-t-c-h Your
Dollar Sale

100% Polyester Knits
* Bonded Knits * Velours
* Stretch Terrycloth

*

All Selections
On One
Big Table

All Zippers - 1/2 price
* Dacron Prints * Voiles
* Heavy Canvas Prints
(Suitable for Pants & Slacks)

* Dotted Swiss * Suiting
One
Large

m

MURRAY
SEWING
CENTER

that even travels intact:
OUR LONG,COOL SHIRTWAISTER
by

Y
C

The great separates look

.

VANITY FAIR,

Try this on for casual chic at home or abroad.
It's muss-proof, fuss-proof Vanity Fair
no-see-through nylon Tricopaque" tricot.
Ready for any and every move you make, in
wonderful two-color plays . .. and very long
on fashion! Long Robe, sizes P-S-M-L, $20.

LITTLETON'S
Downtown Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
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bedroom townhouses, medium
and high-rise apartments. It's
not slated to be exclusively
either retirement or swinging
singles oriented.
Burt Haft and Jack Gaines
are transplanted New Yorkers
who roomed together in college at Chapel Hill, N.C. After
service in World War II, they
headed south, armed with a
little cash and a Kiplinger
letter on Florida.
Starting with some lots in
Pompano Beach and Boca
Raton, they built their partnership into such a profitable
venture that it recently was
merged with Fuqua Industries,
Inc., of Atlanta, with no
change in management. Plans
call for expansion beyond the
home state.
Now into their second decade as Florida developers,
Haft and Gaines say their initial advantage came from having no experience in the field

California is model
for Florida project

By DOROTHP,A M. 1311001x. movement into Honda has reNEW YORK (UPI)-A true sembled the Iandrush openings
Floridian won't even talk of the Western territories.
about California, except per. Growth figures just released
ha
tinder his breath, but by the Bureau of Census show
California, nevertheleiii, has Florida near the top of the
provided the inspiration for a list with a 34.7 per cent popnew Florida land development. ulation increase since 1960.
Think of Florida, you think (Only sparsely ,settled Nevada,
of a state the shape of a coon- with a 68.9 per cent growth,
skin cap, consisting of lowland topped Florida.)
swamps bordered by *aches, - - Fort- Lauderdale, known as
with some glamorous cities and the American Venice, claims
cities and a string of posh ho- to be the fastest growing spot
tels near the tip of the'coon'ii in the state.
tail. But you may not realize
It is here that "Inverrary"
a big
there's non-v
of non- is being built, a 10-year probeach,
erglades land as ject, planned to eventually
flat as a table.
house 20,000 residents in
California, on the other townhouses and condominihand, has beaches, lowlands ums, nestled among the hills
AND highlands. It's the high- and lakes.
lands a Florida company has
There will be a 50-foot-high,
rocky waterfall at the entrance, and "not knowing what
decided to import.
They're not actually going three golf courses and the lar- couldn't be done."
Apparently, they've retainout West for the earth. They're gest tennis- club in the Southed the approach.
recontouring a thousand-acre east.
Work is well along on the
One of the largest nurseries
tract, dredging four and a half
million cubic yards of earth, in the state was created to mammoth environmental landpiling up hills, and creating supply the development with scaping at Inverrary. The first
100 acres of lakes and numer- 326 varietietiof 127,000 plants 500 apartments are under way.
ous streams in the.process. and trees. The 65-acre nursery, A tennis club, featuring 20
And they are importing established nearly two years courts, and two of thiee golf
some 40‘tons of California ago, includes some 6,000 mat- courses designed by Robert
rock with which to dot the ure,, native trees which are Trent Jones Are Ifheduled to
be completed by year-end, beman-made hills to suggest Wes- being relocated.
Developers are the Haft- fore any sales are made.
tern ruggedness and contour.
Final touches on the 10The volcanic tufa rock, called Gaines Company of For! Laufeather rock, will come from derdale, the same company year project will include gymthe East Sierra Mountains near that built Bay Colony a few. nasiums and putting greens,
years ago. Bay Colony may be billiard and hobby rooms, card.
Owens Valley, Calif.
The giant landscaping job the most expensive subdivision rooms and lounges; sauna
has been planned with the care- in the United' States, with rooms._ arts And -crafts shops,
usually reserved for creating homes in -the $200,000 to massage rooms, woodworking
formal gardens, but the object $600,000 range, and at least areas, paddle tennis rooms, a_
is just the opposite-to create one $13,000 bathroom. Act- garden club, several swimming
the accidental ruggedness of ually, most of the homes are pools, 24-hour closed circuit
nature. The developers are just a luxury; the-insurers could television an pard served•
spending $10 million to re- live _quite. comfortably on the lance.
- Weise Mire- a-Milder'lei'
yachts tied up out-biick.shape the land.
movies and state shows, the
For a new park? A game
Inverrary is not planned to
reserve? Birdsanctuary? s
be quite as expensive. It will three gitlf courses and tennis
s None of these—For-a lux., -be-for-middleand.upper-middle— club, awn_ _howling and, Of
California
the
course.
ury real estate venture.
income purchasers, and will
landscape.
During the last decade, feature one, two and three-

I HAVE A
PROBLEM,LUCILLE ..
I THINK CHUCK
LIKES ME..

4 DO THINGS LIKE TH15-LJN(
HAPPEN ? CHUCK'S A NICE for
AND ALL THAT, BUT Gowe...

I MEAN,14041 COULD I EVER
FLIP OVER SOMEONE LIKE CHUCK?

Read The Classified Ads Today

Bath time in Tokyo
is daily big parade
By ROBERT CRABBE
TOKYO (UPI) - In the
last red glow of Tokyo's smogsmeared sunset, people start
appearing in the narrow streets
carrying little wash basins and
towels.
It's bath time in Tokyo
and, for more than half the
11.5 million persons in the
world's largest- city, this means
a journey to a public bath
house.
There is nothing like Japanese bathing in America or
Europe. Modernization has
given the Japanese cars, television and washing machines
but has left the Japanese people's way of bathing almost
untouched.
As they did centuries ago.
Japanese still scrub themselves
outside the, bathtub and then
step Into tanks of water as
hot as a human being can
stand for a long aftersoak.
The only concession to
modern times is that the sexes
have stopped bathing together
in most parts of the country.
Tokyo bath houses have been
chastely segregated through
the 20th century.
However, the janitors and
cashiers who work in these
places almost invariably are
women. They go about their-duties - fully dressed of
course - and seemingly oblivious to the droves of naked
males who surround thern.
There were 2,650 bath
houses in Tokyo at the start
of this year, According to the
city government. Hardly any
body in Tokyo has to walk
more than -about tialfw-mile-So
•
get to one.
In any neighborhood, the
bath house can be identified
by its tall smokestack, which
starts belching smoke about
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I COULD STRIKE 14IM OUT ON
-THREE 5TRAI6HT PITCHES!

three o'clock in the afternoon.
Arriving at th bath, Japanese men and wo en remove
their shoes and de 't them
in lockers, pocketing
keys.
Barrier
Entering through separate
doors, they find themselves
divided by a barrier about
eight feet -high that separates
twhoeme
mne,sn's facility-.from the
A girl cashier at a raised
desk commanding a view of
both sides of the barrier collects the fees - 38 yen (10.5
cents) from adults and 20 yen
(5.5 cents) from children.
In the dressing room, the
male bather sheds his clothes
in full view of the cashier,
and quite likely a bored woh n)anitor who is. sweeping
man
ma
floor.
Clothes are deposited in
wicker baskets. These can be
placed in free lockers. The
bather retains the key by a
string around his wrist during
the bath. But most people
seem to have little fear of
theft. They leave their baskets of clothing in a corner
of the room, and proceed ..to
the white tile floor of the
scrubbing area.
Here little twin taps of hot
and cold water have -*ten
mounted in long rows about
six inches above the floor.
The bather sits on a low stool
in front of these taps, scrubbing, rinsing, and scrubbing
again until the last trace of
dirt is gone from his body.
Many disregard the stools and
_kneel on the floor, Japanese
41e.
Then comes the visit to
Most bath
the hot tank.
houses have two, one heated to
about 100 degrees (Fahrenheit), the other to around about 110 degrees.
Most bathers are satisfied
with about five or 10 minutes
in the tanks, though some
,tay up to half an hour.

SPRING

BOAT SHOW
Saturday 8 Sunday, March 13 814
Over

BOATS ON DISPLAY!
1

BOATS MOTORS & TRAILERS
of Various Makes, Types and Sizes
(Fishing Boats - Runabouts - Inboard - Pontoon Inboard/Outboard, up to 24 ft., and Etc.)

We Carry A Complete Line of
Fishing Tackle and Marine
Supplies
* OVER '500 IN DOOR PRIZES! *
Be sure to register.
You do not have to be present to win!

MACK & MACK
SPORT-A-RAMA
West of Eggner's Ferry Bridge
U.S. 68 "Aurora" on Kentucky Lake

When emerging, the hillier
is warm, weak and relaxed.
The heat concentrated in his
body will not dissipate on the
walk home, even on the coldest nights of the Tokyo winter.

Phone 474-2344
N

%N%N..4%

4\\NNN\NI
N%N\%%%%%%%% \‘',%%%\%',NN.NNN%•"%s\NN,

OVERNIGHT SERVICE
VIA

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES, Inc.
St. Louis

Louisville

KOCHER TERMINAL

SHIVELY CARTAGE

1517 North 15th St.
Phone
314-436-5334

3433 So. 7th St. Rd.
Phone
637-2778

Murray

(Memphis
RELIABLE CARTAGE
1501 Latham
Phone
901-525-1415

ville

Benton

4••••*

RELIABLE TRUCK

Hazel

402 Maplewood
Phone \
615-256-5847

West Vaco

Interline To Most Points In The United States
Phone 753-1717 for Pick-Ups or Information
.t•

Aurora
Benton
Calvert City
Fulton
Gilbertsville
Grand Rivers
Hardin
Hazel
Mayfield (Intrastate Only)
Murray
West Vaco (Interstate Only

Aurora
Benton
Calvert City
Fulton
Gilbertsville
Grand Rivers
Hardin
Hazel
Mayfield
Murray
West Vaco
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COMBO WATER SKIS
Adult Combination Water Skis - Solid southern
ash or MAHOGANY construction; •iskynsetic
binding. Approx. 6" x 67" with evicler
sq
Minor blernishiss in th• finish.
WT. 14 LBS

JOE

X017 11LIWi1il7111

COMBO WATER SKIS
Adult Combination Water Skis Solid SOUTHERN ASH construction•
automatic ratch•t binding. Approx.
6- o 67" with rudder. Minor blemishes
in ths finish. Wt. 14 lbs.

-

CRICKET BOX

Come 111 and See Why Everybody Shops at Uncle Jeff's

• Standard round
• Diameter VA"
• Height 6"
• Packed L2 each per carton
• With g•Ivanixosi sleev•

NOW! EASY CREDIT TERMS
CLOSE OUT!

$1 17

HAMILTON-SKOTCH
1st Quality
JUGS &CHEST

No. 324 - 4-111All
BIA
RATED

RUBBER BOAT
Size Erx120".
neoprene coated. Swivel padlocks. Unbreakable
swivel oarlocks. Heavy rubberized canvas, neoprene

• Townsend style
• Chrome finished
No. 3.4,113

coated. Deflated size 60"x120". 2 fixed seats, plus 1
1 GALLON JUG

inflated seat. 2 brass valves. Rope all around. Repair kit.

•

I Gal, jug with shoulder spout
• Cold-Firfe jugs
• White Kea/ polyethylene liner
• Drinking cup under cap
steel outer coodniction
'0. Baked inainel f;n)lit

Reg. 97'

57

CANE POLE HOLDERS

Rust resistant steel chain. 4 ft
length with 9 steel snaps. Swiveled
to pr•uent twisting. Each stringer
"'""--7--/- wrapped in paraffin paper.
No. 3A60

• Designed to •Itrich to
boat Of pier
.For trolling or for those
yri.0 f Si% with 1.0f• than
on• pole
• All rnet•I--full 160'
swiv•I
No

1

Yellow wig Woe floor or obve drab color.
1-MAN

$17971

2-MAN

$307

Fish
Stringer

3A46

4,7('

27 Extra Heavy

ARMY STYLE COTS
Six* 27:711.16-. Heavy no. 11 white army duck slip-in cover
Heavy, thick folding northern grown hardwood frame. All
3 legs steel braced. Wt. 22 lbs.

Shop
and

$597

Save

at
Uncle
Jeff's

#509 LANTERN BATTERY
Spring Terminals

#731 "BIG JIM" BATTERY
Standard Post Terminals
Detachable Type

Reg. *79.95_

10 OZ. DUCK TARPAULINS
#80Z. °CAM:WASTER
Made of 8 oz. Before Treatment
Water ancrMildew Resistant Duck
Reinforced
Grommetse

Size

Individually Boxed
Size
Price

lsl

Price

4x6 - 2.47
5x1 - $2.47
8x12 - $9.97
6x6 - 3.67
10x4 - $14.476x8 - $4.97
9x12 - 10.97
- $6.57
8x14 - $11.47
8x10 -$8.27
10x12 - $12.47 8x16 - $13.47
20x20 - $63.97
Shop at Uncle Jeff's...
Where The Prices Are Right!

• Handles vinyl coated
• Poly bagged with heeded
N.. 3/1111

COMPLETE
WITH ROPES
CLEWS

ICE CHEST
•
•
•
•
•

$59.9.7

1111111110111111

Coronet ice chest
Steal construction
Baked enamel finish
Gelu, steel lined, with insulated rails
Site: 141/2.'112-R161h-

roropet
Castes

$647
SHOCK CORDS
El•stic shock cord with plastic cleated hooks ••ch
and. Us• •1 • substitute ler rope on packs, tents

5947

21C

tar ClItrilsrt, etc.

12" Length
%" Diem.

18" Length
Diem.

24" Length
2 Diem.
1
/

AND UP

Batteries $750

Available Again!
U. S ARMY

MINE DETECTORS

MODEL SCR-625. ALTHOUGH USED, EACH HAS BEEN
CHECKED ANi IS GUARANTEED TO BE IN PERFECT
WORKING CONDITION. PENETRATES TO A MAXIMUM DEPTH OF 5 FEET. IS BOTH VISUAL AND AUDIO
INSTRUCTION BOOKLET INCLUDED. NO. 5CI

kRCH 11. icri
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Girls

Ladies

STRETCH BOOTS

CASUAL
SHOES

Worn ens

STRETCH BOOTS
NOW$

I 99

Come In and See Why Everybody Shops at Uncle Jeff's

POND'S SICK BASICS
A cream Tor every skin type

Store Hours: Monday-Saturday ____ 9 a.m. - 9 p.m.
12:30 to 6:30 ,
Sunday

OILY SKIN TREATMENT
DRY
SKIN
CREAM

Cleanses
oily skin
and
prevents
oily
buildup.

Moisturizes
dry skin.

UNCLE JEFF'S
SAFE-T DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

PONA

OPEN 9-9 MON.-SAT.
SUNDAY 12:30-6:30

2-oz.
/
31
Medium Size
Reg. 11.00

REMINGTON LEKTRO BLADE 6

Reg. 11.15

'

Reg. '1.00

Lowest
SALE

Prescription

wl 849

REMINGTON LEKTRO BLADE 7
Cord

Of

Cordless

MONO-

with the purchase

PRELL

SALE $2295

REMINGTON RAZOR LEKTRO BLADE 9

of either 5 oz.
Secret AntiPerspirant Spray
or 7 oz. Secret
Deodorant Spray

fait

Liquid
Pals'
Vitamins

2-oz.
/
111

7 OZ.

and
COMpar

and

$

coupon In our store.

28

see how much
you

DEODORANT

SAVE!

DEODORANT
7-oz. SPRAY
Of

5.-oz ANTI-PERSPIRANT
SPRAY
YOUR CHOICE

BONDED

NEW LOOK

ACRYLICS

FLAX

Coloray
Dry Clean
yd. $ 1 88

COMpal

Bring us your
-next prescription

SPRAY

Reg. '2.29

of these Remington Razors! Get

Shop

Prices

Deg
5 OZ. A.R. SPRAY

Shampoo
Get 15.00 Refund when you buy any

Free Magazine

SAAPE0

•

Shop

5-oz. Size

sndsmg
antbacterial
skin
cleanser

16-oz. Size

ACETATES
and

JERSEYS
% Price

LADIES
S-T-R-E-T-C-H TERRY

JUMP
SUITS

* 2-Pc. Styles
* 1-Pc. Styles
* Prints
* Solids

Only
$388

Suits

$888
to

mouthwash UI $1.29

LADIES

SCOOTER
SKIRTS

14 oz.
•

Bottle

Value

i63;

• Solids
• Prints
• Sizes 8-18

$ 1 088
Beach Cover-Ups
* Terris
* Laces

JAMAIC
SETS

$ 488

yd.‘f
yd. %.
New S rin Fashion Colors!
LADIES

Swim

Sizes S-M-L

LADIES
100% NYLON "

$4)88 to

$488 to
$ 1 088

LADIES

LADIES

SLACKS

100% NYLON
FIRST QUALITY

* Cottons * Poly/Cot.
* 100% Double Knits

PANTY
ItSE

MENS

JERSEY
GLOVE

SLIDES

IRREGULARS
(Limit: 4 Pair)

4/$10
-
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Putting laundry
um
an curricul
PARK, Pa.
UNIVERSITY
(UPI) - No college man's education is complete until he
learns to do his own laundry.
Mrs. Ruth Ann Wilson, extension clothing specialist at
the Pennsylvania State University, says the young men take
it for granted when mother
does his laundry at home. But
the young man is on his own
when he enters college.
"Mother. if your son has
never bean in a commercial
coin-operated laundry, take
him to one in the neighbor-

Home entry reflects
occupant's life style

hood,- Mrs. Wilson said. This
has the type of laundry facilities he will have at his college
residence hall.
Mrs. Wilson advises withers
to teach their sons to follow
CHICAGO (UPI)-First iminstruction signs in the laundry
center. Show him the amount pressions are still important
of clothing to be put into one and the entry to your home is
load and not to overload the no exception. Whether your
machine.
entry • is marble-floored and
Mothers must explain sort- spacious or in a tiny area in an
ing so the same type of fabric apartment, it can reflect your
and similar colors are separated personal style of life and add
by loads. The son must know to the overall decor of your
what kind and how much de- home.
tergent to use. Ile also can be
You may paper your entry
guided by suggestions on the with posters, wall it with mirpackage of detergent.
rors, or go traditional with
calico-patterned fabric or wallpaper. Whatever your flair,
proper planning should not
minimize the importance of

TRENHOLM'S
SPECIALS
* 2 REGULAR *

HAMBURGERS

29c
*******4
Only

* 2 LARGE *

HAMBURGERS
Only

39

SPECIALS GOOD THURSDAY,
FRIDAY and SATURDAY
From 4:00 p.m.-11:00 p.m.

TREHOLM'S
RESTAURANT
CHESTNUT ST

PHONE 753-2997

L!MAY.
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Ambitious goals set
in subsidy housing

finishes such as old brass or
Ity NORMAN KEMPSTER
copper.
.A small apartment foyer
41INGTON (UPI)-A
might be extended visually
it total of 525,000 housthrough the use of mirrors. ing units are scheduled to be
An exquisite shimmerintStrass built during the fiscal year becrystal chandelier wou pro- ginning July 1 under subsidy
duce glitter and gleam. A
,granis administered.by the
graceful white and gold -grandblartment of Housing and
mother's clock" might be the
rhan Development.
only piece of furniture. Then
I he planned construction
add a fluffy white rug for in,reased sharply from the
the ultimate elegance.
l.047 units expected during
Fixtures are now being used current fiscal year ending June
extensively in areas of the 30 which, in turn, was higher
home and in apartments that than the 430,398 subsidized
were never fixture-lit before. unii, built during the two preaccording to the American %Wit', fiscal years combined.
If the subsidy goals are met,
From the view of decor, Home Lighting Institute, Chimajor manufacturers of fix- cago. The American consumer it would go about one-fourth
ture lighting offer a wide selec- is displaying an increased ap- 01 the way toward fulfilling
as
tion of styles and sizes-many preciation of light a creator HID Secretary George Romprediction housing starts
smaller
and
entrys
planned for
of color and atmosphere as
areas of your home as well as well as recognizing its value bill top'2 million this year.
Despite the sharp increase
the more conventional rooms. in emphasizing the texture of
Lighting is being designed to fabrics and walls, the AHLI in planned construction of government-aided housing for the
be looked at and to add said.
poor and near-poor, the subsias
well
as
dash,
and
character
These qualities of light are
to accent the style of a room. particularly important in an dized housing output still
amounts to less than half the
If you wish to create
entry. Interior design has
of units expected to
mood of traditional gracious- never been so flexible and the number
ness, choose a wall fixture or appropriately-designed chan- be purchased through Federal
chandelier in pewter, burnished delier can make any decor Housing Administration(FHA)
un,ubsidized mortgage insurbrass or copper, reminiscent of appear more dramatic.
ance programs.
Your entry
colonial times.
A Mediterranean entry, for
Figures contained in HUD's
might be papered with a roman example, will appear even more
tic mural of early Philadelphia, romantic when
lit with a
Abn*r
or panelled in walnut or ma- wrought-iron chandelier and
hogany.
brightened with crystals. A
If your tastes are contem- French Provincial foyer should
porary, paint the walls in a be illuminated with a charming
gay selection of colors, each tole fixture, either wall or
wall a different color. Display
ceiling-mounted. And a casa striking piece of "pop arts' cade of smoked glass pendants
or sculpture. To highlight the
setting,
will glamorize any
excitement, use dramatic light- from modern to eclectic.
ing such as "egg-crate- fixLighting should be considtures set in smoked glass, or ered an essential part of your
hanging fixtures with tinted, entry decor not only for
clear or opal globes. They are beauty, but for safety. It is
as much a decorative accessory
always necessary to have a
as sculpture
fixture bright enough to Blum:
Mauve Decade
mate the faces of your visitors
For the warmth of the to determine who is standing
Mauve Decade, paper the walls at your door. Then let the
reflect the
with a red velvet_flocked paper. hospitable glow
Set a gracefully curved chest
warmth of the home beyond.
against the wall facing the door
and' hang a mirror above_ On
MANILA-TUPT)-The city
either side of the mirror mount
Manila celebrates the 400th
of
burnished
in
sconces
matching
of its founding on
anniversary
Then add hurricane
brass.
lamps in amber glass, reminis- June 24. The city was founded
by the Spanish and originally
cent of the gaslit era_
other selections of lighting was named "MaYnil4d
&eel
might include chandeliers made (of the ndad tree, a shade
acacia.
the
to
similar
antique
or
wood
or distressed

CLAUDE FLY RETURNING
MONTEVIDEO (UPI)-U.S.
soils expert Calude L. Fly wil
return to the United States this
month, a spokesman for the
British Hospital said today.
Fly, 65, is recovering from a
heart attack suffered while
being held hostage by the leftwing Tupamaros terrorists for
almost seven months.
Moneymaker
MANILA (UPI)-Philippine
tourism earnings totaled S9.7
million in 1960 and $27 million in 1969, an increase of 17
per cent, making the travel industry seventh among the Philippines'top dollar earners.

Beef For-Your
Home Freezer

Body.
- It's the same truck. Same load-lovin'
overhead cam engine. Same torsion bar front and
heavy-duty rear suspension. Same steel girder
frame. And a split personality.
A six foot all-steel bed and flat-loading
tailgate take on surfboards, bikes, hay bales.
Tie down hooks all 'round see that they stay on.
A variety of campers snuggle right in there, too.
Slip into the comfortable, hi-Visibility cab.,

budget for the 1972 fiscal
year indicate unsubsidised
FHA loans will be written for
the purchase of 1,050,000
homes and
single-taaiily
221,300 multifamily units for
a total of 1,271,300. The figures include both new construction and used homes.
The department estimated
unsubsidized FHA loans would
cover 950,000 single-family
175,100 multihomes and
family units in the fiscal year
ending June 30. Previous fiscal
year totals were 829,227
homes and
single-family
82,117 apartment units.
Cost up
The HUD budget request
indicates the cost of Subsidized
housing is rising steadily. partly
because previous commitments
are coming due.
For the rent supplement
program, for instance, HUD
requested permission to issue
commitments totaling $64) million in the coming fiscal year,
up from $55 million in the
present year and $50 million
in the last one. However,

actual expenditures were estimated at $88 million in the
coming fiscal year compared to
$44.4 million in the current
one and $18.7 million in the
previous one.
The situation was much the
same for the homeownership
assistance program. - ft:on-trot*
authority of $175 million was
requested compared to $130
million for the current fiscal
` year. Actual spendang was estimated at $299 million, UP
from $117 million.
For low rent public housing,
spending of $72 million was
estimated for next fiscal year
compared to $616 million for
cec.m
thisinone.
to the subsidy
In
programs, the regular FHA
. loan program is self-supporting.
The HUD budget calls for
$176.3 million to be returned
to the treasury during the next
fiscal year. The profit is down
slightly from $186.1 million
estimated for the current
year.
President Nixon wants to
include most HUD, city program, such as model cities
and urban renewal-in the
"special" pallor, of his $16
billion revenue sharing plan.
However, HUD Secretary
George Romney said none of
the housing production programs would be converted to
the block grant system.
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P0LICE4ITUDE4T FIGHT
PARIS (UPI)--A tow-hour
battle between police and
thousands of young political
extremists Tuesday night left
73 policemen injured and four
demonstrators in jail, police
said.
The rioters fought with
Molotov cocktails, paving
stones an lance-like poles. The
police broke through street
barricades with bulldozers and
put down the fighting with
teargas and water cannon.
Several cars were burned and
some store windows were,
smashed in the area, they said.

Or Rent A Locker
.

yew

\Vt. VIP

FRONT QUARTER,

2 BEEF
1
/

Latch onto the smooth shifting 4-speed stick. Get
up to.25-iniles per gallon and proven reliability.
The Datsun Pickup—haul off and buy one
A lot of haulers have. It's the number-one
selling import truck. Drive a Mama —then decide

HIND QUARTERS
Also LOINS

inmi ap
r MIANI
New
,accounte
; than hal
}building
riami Br
The it
at
r'2,282 t
:snore
-available

f

28-lb. 10-VARIETY
BUNDLE

$1395
****4
t.4(c*****
4( i(
GUARANTEE
*

Guaranteed for

* tenderness and flavor.

4(

*
*

ir

*
* If you are not completely * i
r
,_v

$1,962 *

*
*satisfied, return and your * 'K/
**
* purchase will be replaced-*
* package for package

BATSON

PRODUCT OF NISSAN
* Plus local freight, state sales tax and license plate

LASSITER-McKINNEY DATSUN
s Iii 8:00"

South 129i Street

Phone 7531114

"Open Evening

4(
4( 4(
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All Custom Beef Sold At Hanging Weight . . .
Subject To Weight Loss

2 1-Bone Steaks - 1 Sirloin - 1 Roast 2 lbs. Sausage /
4 lbs. Ground Beef - 21
3-lb. Chicken - 6 Pork Chops

Spr
•
•jot]

.ross pa
• atriped
the alp}
guard d
Dowers.
John
a kit of
all-over

Custom Prepared - YOU Choose
Amount
Size of Cuts, Aging, Time and
of Beef!
All Beef U.S.D.A. Choice

20-1b. 7-VARIETY
BUNDLE

Men's

ros

ACRI

a .1 Scott lot
"
spiscwri
(
:
;

2 T-Bone Steaks - 4 Club Steaks - 1 Roast 4 lbs. Ground Beef - 21
2 lbs. Sausage /
4 lbs. Chicken - 6 Pork Chops - 2 lbs. Wieners
3 lbs. Smoked Bacon 2 lbs. Stew Beef.
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,
:
3
:_:1492
I;4
r
4 AS Steath

$1895

7
29
... .1I0
„,) ..2 1
2 23
27
-' 29
2
30
11.3
,:. 31

Here's What You Receive From The

GIBSON LOCKER PLANT
107 N. 3rd Street - Murray, Ky.

4(
4(

FREE CUTTING, WRAPPING & FREEZING v GUARANTEE
TO SATISFY ,, ALL BEEF GOVERNMENT INSPECTED

Now's The Time To
Buy 8 Save!

GIBSON LOCKER PLANT
107 N. 3rd Street - Murray, Ky.
Call: Bernice Wisehart or Olive Hutchinson, 753-1601
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Men's wear

Spring shirts, ties
joined in marriage
catching was a shirt with hall
NEW YORK (UPI)-The inch diagonal stripes.
Hathaway shows Cozumel
biggest news in spring shirts is
spring ties. Shirts have got so prints in four shades and vaguefancy that some shirt manufac- ly Aztec in feeling. There were
turers have started making ties stripes like Indian beads,
to' go with them. And ties widely spaced dime sized polka
are so fancy some tie people dots which with ruffles were
are making shirts to go with worn for evening. For Lanvin
there was a waffle wave voile
them.
The big style word for shirts but made with the backside
texis stripes, and they come in out for a more interesting
woven
was
shirt
Another
ture.
every conceivable fashionlike the
awning stripes, rainbow color- in a flame stitch
ed stripes, satin stripes, crisp northern lights but fortunately
raised corded stripes and com- in a monotone. The expensive
line showed
binations of stripes and woven Romentino ($30)
(roundpoet
and
pointed
both
jacquard patterns. Colors are
collars. One
lighter and brighter with lots ed long collars)
was a voile in a wide spaced
of background white.
medalThe most popular collar is woven jacquard design
the long (four inches) point, lions and squares.
Barry Booneshaft for Oleg
and barrell cuffs usually have- a
brilliant stripes
couple of buttons since they Cassini had
Courier-Journal Map)
too are longer. There are some including twilla and unbleached
were
knits, prints are climbing in denim, but his prints
popularity and sales of white the standouts. One was an
New House redistricting plan, with dotted lines showing split counties.
shirts go steadily downward. allover cube design like the
Bert Pulitzer, after making familiar optical illusion and in
a name for himself as a leading four colors. Others were Pucci
His new line.
tie designer, went into the shirt type prints.
Continued From Page One
business this spring and the Vi lar of Barcelona, featured
i Continued From Page One
burned
Ray Charges Racism
and
jacquards
prints,.
exresults were predictably
tasks. She also said "There are
Bei). Tom Ray, D-Louisville,
Like his Balaclava out patterns which gave it lacy
plosive.
and
Two Businesses-One to use men
racism
Mrs. Allie Harrell of Kirksey charged
shirt which has a picture of the allover effect.
to make money and the award to
Bronsini. well known for its
was claimed by death Wednesday gerrymandering in the drawing
SLIPPERY WORK—Working
Charge of the Light Brigade
use money to make great men".
on the ninth floor of a new
at 3:15 p.m. at the Murray- of his 30th District where
printed on the collar and cuffs. ties, introduced its first line of
cuffs
a
Pa.,
French
in
with
Altoona,
-Quota is a heart with fingers
building
all
shirts,
Calloway County Hospital. Her predominantly black precincts
allan
is
The rest of the shirt
concerned and aware of the needs
workman is guarded by a
and long collars. One of white
death at the age of 80 followed an were patched onto the districts of
over print design.
oval prints on a light brown
heavy rope as ice and snow
around us and we must use our
extended illness.
Rep. Mrs. Mae Street Kidd, DOther items, and all were
n areas.
shown with (ratline
was
constructio
cover
field
to reach out and do
fingers
The deceased was preceded in Louisville, a Negro, from Ray's
coordinated with ties, were
were
brown tie, and most shirts
something about our duties and
death by her husbend, Parker L. district. Ray is white. The
bold red, black and gold stripes
"softly elegant" in pastels_acid
tasks including our every talent
Harrell, in 1959. She was born in amendment failed.
on a white background and
Countess,
surface interest.
of ability", Mrs. Nunnally said.
County on April 22, Rep. John Swirl-ford, DCalloway
with white collar and cuffs.
Mara showed white cottons
to
The speaker closed by asking
attempted
Phineas Creed, the old Bos1 90, and her parents were the Cynthiana,
points
and
stripes
pin
with pale
"What Kind of Quotarian are We
Cunningham and separate the House bill from the
State Market News
ton tie house, also took the
Federal
Morgan
late
inches.
slightly under.four
Going to be Stating that "The
plunge into the shirt business
March 11, 1971Adliza Creekmur Cunningham. Senate bill for separate voting.
Oscar de la Renta's most Service
smallest roadside pool has its
Hog
with a line made by Todd in'
Area
Purchase
Kentucky
She was a member of the Kirksey When Swinford's amendment
were pale
interesting shirts
Hong _Kong in an unusually,.
10
water from the skies _and its
United. Methodist Church.
failed, Rep. Phillip King, 1.1
blues anti pale pinks-in--a-dam- Markel. Report__Includes
oordinateiT
soft dura-press. -A-7
gleam from the sun and can hold
Mrs. Harrell is survived by two Covington, gave up his proposed
Buying Stations
weave. There
tablecloth
ask
stripe in fine chambray with
the stars in its bosom. Even so,
Receipts: Act. 553 Est. 800
sons, Ben Harrell of Almo Route amendment to change the Senate
also were powerful stripes on
raised cords had three ties to
50c
the humblest person can live
fully
Gilts
and
a
Barrows
and
One and Pat Harrell of Kirksey; plan which splits Kenton County,
zig zag stripes,
white,
go with it-foulards, tapestry
splendily and have a valued
widespread collar higher Sows steady to 50c higher
long
very
Roberts
one sister. Mrs. Leonard ( Mer- Rep. Joseph McBride, DG.
Bill
Dr.
prints and a neat geometric.
share in the economy- of the
on a tan backstripes
satin
had
Maupin of Kirksey; five Waverly, attempted to realign
Dr. Bill G. Roberts has joined cedes)
Gant, the old New Haven
Universe. We who think we have
Ramey-Tyson had US 1-3 200-240 lbs. $17.25-17.75;
grandchildren Mrs. George I some of the west Kenturvy House
ground.
the
into
Memorial
went
Community
company,
at
tibia
the staff
stripes-acid- US--14 190-240 lbs. $16.75-17.25;
430 mission and no great sphere in....
some beautiful
(Janice l Vasilakis of East Lake, districts with an amendo-nt. He
California.
*le business. There were a lot
van -colored stripes on US 2-4 240-260 lbs. $16.25-16.75;
which to move and if my hand Hospital, Ventura,
in
knits
Ohio, Phillip Harrell of Clevland, withdrew the plan when he found
Of stripes in a dobby weave, black, plus small checks and a
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
T-Sgt. Shirley W. Underhill
slackened-1 should rod God
Ohio, Benny Harrell of Almo that a three-way split of Trigg
US 3-4 260-280 lbs 815 75-16.25;
Farm
which is something like a bird's
College
of
Roberts
Gray
Technical Sgt. Shirley Wilburn since he is fullest Good".
shiny waffle look.
Sows
Route One, Miss Patricia Harrell County resulted in a district that
eye diaper weave. One shirt
Road, Murray.
Ralph Lauren probably is US 1-2 270-350 lbs. $14 50-15.50; Underhill, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Hopkinsville, and Jimmy was not contiguous. McBride also
of
had doblpi stripes of concenHe and Mrs. Roberts reside in
only designer in town who US 1-3 300-550 lbs. $14.00-14.50; Lloyd Underhill of Murray Route
the
serving with the United attempted to throw the bill out by
Harrell
a
like
tric circles that looked
Ventura, California. Mrs.
is not designing,&lea to go with US 2-3 450-650 lbs 813.50-14.00. Three, has arrived for duty at
Stees Army at Rhode Island; one eliminating the enactment
ndwriting excercise.
Dinah
former
the
was
out
s
Roberts
specific shirts, Imitipoint
Bien Hoe Air Base in Soutkb
Johnny section which would have loft the
grandson,
great
Subdued
Smith, daughter of Russell Smith
he has 20 possible ties for
Vietnam.
bill without power to become law.
Vasilakis.
and the late Virginia Smith of
an aircraft
Bill Blass' shirts have the every shirt he makes. One
is
held
be
Underhill
will
services
amendment died for lack of a
Funeral
His
Mayfield Feeder Pig Sale.
Eddyville, Kentucky.
Iliame feeling as his ties-muted really beautiful shirt warn,si
maintenance technician in a unit
Friday at two p.m. at theKirksey second.
last
to
colors;,
many
304.
Compared
head
Total
many,
in
print
have
Roberts
Dr. and Mrs.
-stolors and subdued patterns
of the Pacific Air Forces He
Betting Study Defeated
Methodist Church with
Two traffic collisions were three children, Russell, 31
2 years United
/
:inner* he thinks the look should stripes and with a peasant week they were $1.00 to $2.00 previously served a year at Nha
officiating.
one of the amendments
In
Jones
John
Rev.
inspired
was
it
said
he
higher.
investigated by the Murray old, Rosalind, 21
2 years old, and
/
complement the suit. One * feelingTrang Air Base, South Vietnam,
Burial will be in the Kirksey passed, a committee mistake had
t on Wed- Smith 9 months old.
Departmen
Police
.4hirt was white on white in a by an old mattress cover. The
near Cam Ranh Bay on the
were Lightweight 25 lbs. $16.25
Cemetery with the arrangements placed the two Warren County
nesday. No injuries were listed on
'cross pattern; another was stripes at Van lieusen
After being discharged from
coast of South Vietnam
southeast
coFuneral representatives in the same
with
and
ard
straightforw
$22.50
lbs.
of
US 1-2 46-55
striped with jacquard letters
the reports filed by the officers. the army in 1961, Dr. Roberts by the Blalock-Coleman
and the China Sea.
bill had
At Damon US 1-2 56-69 lbs. $21.25
10:50 a.m. entered the University of Ken- Home where friends may call. district. The committee
at
the alphabet. Another jac- ordinated ties.
occurred
first
The
This is his second tour of duty
placed a wrong precinct in the
there were many white back--- US 3 26-35 lbs. $16.00
quard design was in paisley
two door tucky for medical school. He
Corvette
1968
a
between
in South Vietnam. Sgt. Underhill
grounds and some particularly US 3 36-45 lbs. $21.00
line-up for one district and inflowers.
hardtop driven by Ronnie W. interned at Cottage Hospital,
is making a career of the Air
handsome woven stripes, lacy US 3 46-55 lbs. $22.00
Reps. George T.
cumbents,
John Weitz for Excello used
304 South 11th Street, Santa Barbara, California, and
half inch wide stripes agairuit
Force havirig almost seventeen Smith of
Massey and Edward G. Brown,
a lot of brilliant solids in an
US 3 56-69 lbs. $20.25
Van then completed four years of
Ford
1969
a
and
Murray,
white.
years of service. He has served in
both D-Bowling Green, would
all-over dark weave and there
US 3 70-89 lbs. $16 00
owned by Wells Electric, 402 Radiologic Residency at U. S. ('
North Africa, Germany, and
had to run against each
have
.were-wedsspaced darby stripes
US 4 36-45 lbs. $12.00
and
Street, Murray,
Medical Center at Los Anglles The Music Department of the
England, and has toured many North 12th
on a beige background. There WANTS HUGHES EXAMINED US 4 70-89 lbs. $15 50
other.
Wells of County General Hospital.
W.
Fred
by
driven
have
will
Club
Murray Woman's
countries including seven last
.were many stripes but the most
The House also defeated a
LAS VEGAS, Nev. UPI I- Boars
Murray Route Seven.
In December of 1970, Dr. its annual style show, "Spring resolution for a study of the
year.
Apectacular shirts were his all- Robert Maheu, former head of 36-45 lbs. $18.25
parked
was
Police said Smith
Roberts passed his Board Interlude XVII", on Tuesday, potential of off-track betting on
His home air base is Elgin Air
over prints in a voile-like fabric the Hughes Nevada operations, 46-55 lbs. $20.25
in the driveway of Shirley's Examination in Diagnostic March 16, at eight p.m. in the
Froce Base, Fla.. and is of the
nd in tiny geometries. Eye asked a court Tuesday to order 70-89 lbs. $12.00
in Kentucky. The
backing out of Radiology, Radio Therapy, and University School auditorium. horse racing
Combat Support Group ( TAC) Florist. Wells was
study was to have been ready by
a compulsory physical examina- 90-100 lbs. $13.00
with
collided
and
the
driveway
Nuclear Medicine.
Tickets at one dollar each may the next session of the
"Miami apartments
and had special orders for
tion of Industrialist Howard
the Smith car, according to the
be purchased from any member legislature.
Vietnam. On October 19, 1970, he
: MIAMI BEACH, Fla. (UPI) Hughes.
1
of the department or call Neva Rep. Bruce Blythe, R
received the honor of haying held police report.
- New apartment structures
Maheu filed the request in
Cars involved in a collision at
Gray Allbritten at the Bank of Louisville, proposed the study
a principal duty assignment in a
accounted for slightly more connection with a $50 million
Highway 641
Murray or Ann Doran at the and in speaking for it said that
first priority (crew member) 922 p.m. on U. S.
`r than half the $45 million in
from
seeking
1971
is
91
March
he
judgment
door
two
Peoples Bank.
of seven years. South were a 1968 Ford
a
for
period
AFSC
?: building permits isaued in
"there is something hypocritical
as
Co.
Tool
97
Hughes
ADULTS
Hughes and
Carolyn Green
Miami Beach during 1970.
He was awarded the Senior Air hardtop driven by
to allow gambling at the track but
year. NURSERY 4
last
firing
his
of
result
a
a
and
One,
add
Route
will
Hill
of
Hazel
The new buildings
Crew member badge, pernowhere else." The resolution
S
The
violin
ADMISSION
reputation
is'
his
NEWBORN
the
claimed
NO
Maheu
second
driven
sedan
the
to
1966 Ford four door
Psi, most
..2,282 apartment units already
Kappa
Alpha
manently.
The
was defeated 48-29 with 23
wer
popular
S
ability
musical
DISMISSAL
instruearning
and
by Charles Orland Tubbs of
•t;wore than 40,000
professional business fraternity ment, after the piano.
representatives not voting.
he was fired Timothy Foster, 1704 Dodson, Sgt. Underhill also holds Kirksey Route One;
when
damaged
visitand
residents
to
'available
Special Operations Wings of the
for men at Murray State
from the $500,000 a year job. Murray, Vernon Butterworth, Rt.
Police said both cars were University, has rented the pink
Air Command USAF
7 Murray, Mrs Betty Kell, Rt. 1, Tactical
Tubbs
when
641
and is a member of the Alpha going north on
cinder block house in the 1600
Hazel, Dan Stowe, LynnGrove,
changed lanes and hit the Hill
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
Walton
Fort
of
Masons
Lodge
block on Calloway Avenue for
Mrs. Lois Maupin, 322 N. 7th,
car. Damage to the Hill car was
their place of meetings.
BODO 000 0000 Murray, James Hobbs, 722 Beach, Fla. He was formerly
the
to
arid
quarter
Mate
on
3
the left rear
ACROSS
01100 030 0000
employed at the Murray
This is one of the houses
4 Juncture
000000OS =MO Fairlane Dr. Murray, Mrs. Mary Democrat before entering ser- Tubbs CM' on the right front recently purchased in the block
1 Soft food
S Stories
Murray,
annum 0000M00 Fielder, 202 Woodlawn,
bumper.
4 Cubic meter
vice. He attended Murray High fender and
area from Hamilton to Calloway
6 Worm
OOM 000
Ronald Foster, 814 N. 19th,
9 Bistioprw
completed
and
by Murray State Parking areas
:111121171
School
7 Note of
f21015111111711
000
Patricia Johnston
Mrs.
Murray,
.12 Mohammedan
scaler
DOOM 000 0000
have been placed in the area, but
requirements for his diploma
leader
Benton,
1,
Rt.
Girl,
Baby
and
8 Drew out
0000000M0 MOO
33 Artist's stand
service.
a few of the houses have not been
Ralph White, P.O. Box 196, after entering the
OEM UOM
9 European
rt4 Wrongheaded
two
and
torn down.
Virginia,
wife,
His
0000M Dixon. Mrs. Geneva Kendall, 102
10 Sea eagle
• 35 Breakfast
Members of the fraternity are
.
11 Organ of
foods
0000 000013000 Garden St. Murray, Taz Lamb, daughters, Vickie, age ten, and
sight
to furnish the house
.17 Girl's name
endeavoring
GOOD OMO OQMO Tt. 1, Dexter, Larry Adams, 327 Julia, age six, are living at their
in
is
Ellis
Holmes
Mayor
16 Comfort
39 Domesticate
OOMM 0110 MOD
Walton
the men. Persons
of
use
Fort
near
the
for
home
brick
new
Ellis
C.
M.
receipt of a letter from
N. 16thl Mayfield, Fred Wickoff,
10 Sour tempered 18 Be borne
pieces of furniture they
20 Dry
and Jean Simmons of the Murray having
6, Murray, Ewen Allbritten, Beach, Fla.
Tt.
21 Transgresses
45 Native metal
give away are asked
33 Teutonic
23 Harsh sounding 21 Beef
Loan Company expressing their would like to
1110 W. Olive. Murray, Boas
alphabetic
animal
or advisors of
members
call
to
27 Woody plants
Murray
the
of
46
work
the
for
character
thanks
Darnell, Rt 4, Murray.
22 Turkish
29 Ceremony
17 Crowd
would apThey
fraternity.
the
34 Beasts
theft
the
in
decree
Police Department
48 Study
30 Corounction
36 Blemish
that could
24 Snares
49 Obtain
from their business on February preciate any furniture
38 Toward the
31 Organ of
50 Greek letter
Allen
Jane
mouth
25 yarned
be donated to them.
Nancy
Miss
' lwaring
follows:
as
is
letter
The
24.
53 Fa oe Islands
40 Shovel
32 Barter
26 Woody plants
Mrs. Dewey King and Mr. anti
The fraternity was organized
whirlwind
41 Worn away
34 Devoured
28 Bending
Dean's List
To
Mrs. A. H. Scull are in Nashville. "I want to personally thank on the Murray State campus five
Named
-.35 Man's
11
10
:•:•:•:
I
7
is
W.;4
$
3
2
nickname
the bedside Chief of Police James Brown and years ago. Members are
1
Miss Nancy Jane Allen, Tenn., today to be at
; 36 Dinner
of their son and brother, Mack W. his limited number of men for the sophomores, juniors, and seniors
Rancourse
Mrs.
and
00014
Mr.
of
daughter
III
13
C
12
Green who was quick action on a case involving a majoring in business who have
*IX
• 37 Reciment of
:4:•:.,
dllph Allen of 808 North 19th King of Bowling
gift
v.*.
1111
40.4t.
la
heart surgery theft of money from our office attained a 2.2 overall average
15
open
for
scheduled
17
in39 Newly
Street, Murray, has been
teS'Y
42 rem of
this morning at seven o'clock at February 24, 1971
-and a 2.5 average in business,
Bob
of
List
Dean's
::*:
the
on
10
cluded
:e:
:::
•10
•
•
43 Mead of
Hospital.
Vanderbilt
the
according to Don Rogers and
S.
Catholic
3:1
at
the
"We
called
station
Greenville.
University,
Jones
126
Church
21 22
King is a former member of the Wednesday afternoon reporting Charles Lounsbury, faculty
44ft" 74
Vies
C.
44 Wander
Fire Department. He is the incident and we were notified advisors.
29
46 Italian
NI
27
The Murray girl is a junior in Murray
IN
violin maker
:•::
married to the former Barbara that our suspect had been ap- This is a service and
the
at
education
of
school
the
48 Ropes.
X$32 33
31
of Mr. and prehended by 4 - 30 the same day professional fraternity and
collectively
University which is a liberal arts, Wilkinson, daughter
of
Wilkinson
SI Land
Norbert
Mrs.
14
17
members have assisted in local
33
in Cadiz. Ky.
coeducational, Christian inmeasure
.
4%
Murray.
drives including the March
fund
92 loop
stitution.
41 NI 42
40
39
54 Permit
"The man was brought back to of Dimes They have twenty-four
CUTTING COSTS
SUITS CUT BY LASER BEAM, called "the first major adSS Man s
tatil
OLD-TIME HURLER DIES
lk 13
airsn
nickname
Kg" 43
(UP!)-Gerald P Murray and arraigned by your members and a they now have a
vance in apparel manufacturing since the invention of
YORK
NEW
:34,3
5!".
SICSCM:
56 Hereditary
OROVILLE, Calif.
law
of
thirteen.
class
pledge
g
business
Prosecutin
and
of
-Judge
the
sewing machine," is demonstrated in Fredericksprofessor
City
so
49
Brady,
441: 441
factors
46 17
William "Boston Bill" James, a at Columbia University, has been Attornery. I am satisfied that the Officers of the fraternity are
57 Music as
"SS
burg. Va., by Hughes Aircraft, the developer, for GemMen
il 32 33
WifsMil
26-game winner for the 1914 world named by the eight Ivy Leagu Murray Police and the Judicial Ron Leet. president, Glen
51
nesco, Inc., world's largest apparel company Engineer
WSW
Vsy
champion Boston Braves, died school presidents to look into all Department of your city are in Buinpous, vice-president, Buster
DOWN
Steve
Toscano (left)- of Hugs and research chief Wil.se
.ft
M•ii,-sa
33
Wednesday at a convalescent aspects of athletics in an effort t capable hands."
!AS:
Perry, treasurer. and Richard
liam Smith of Genesco watch. It promises a shot in the
MC
1 Moccasin
hospital at the age of 78.
Dist; I)) United Feature a.) ndjcate. Inc
arm Jou, thet__S5071aillion-a-year industry. says Genesco.
2 Mafiosi •
Harvey...secretary
cuti•renng financial costs.
By WALTER LOGAN

T-Sgt. Underkill
Serving Second
Tour In Vietnam

Quota Club...

Dr. Bill Roberts
Joins Staff At
Memorial Hospital

Kirksey Woman IHouse
Passes Away

Purchase Area
Hog Market

Collisions Occur
On City Streets
Here Wednesday
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Style Show Will
Be Held Tuesday

Alpha Kappa Psi
Fraternity Rents
House On Calloway

Hospital Report

/

Crossword Puzzle
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Open Heart Surgery
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Laird Says Safeguard System
To Be Needed Within 2 Years

ANGELES
LOS ANG
IEeh
dn
LESe (UPI)-A
STONE, England (UPI)-A psychiatric advisor at Juvenile
bell rings twice every day in Hall has been jailed on susthe home of Mr. and Mrs. picion of selling marijuana to
Kenneth Bentley. Trouble is, inmates at the hall. However,
they can't find out where the Barbara Bird, 31_, denies the
bell is or what causes it to charge. She told police the
By EWARD K. DELONG
which many experts are con- ICBM is 5,000 miles
marijuana was for her 'own
ring
i
or
more,
WASHINGTON (UPI I --De- vinced
was an ICBM test— but the Chinese flight was
he fire brigade, post office use.
fense Secretary Melvin R. uAirred within mainland china
believed to have been held engineers and council officials
Laird said Tuesday that Soviet tat' last year.
deliberately
to 2,000 miles to have searched for it to no
MAW& OVIIIT 0111411111
and Communist Chinese advanaverage range of an keep it within China's borders. avail. The rings come at 8:30
ces in long-range
nuclear
a.m. and 5:30 p.m. without
missiles, including the possibili-,
fail. "It's really quite baffty of an operational Chine:
ling,- said a postal engineer.
ICBM in two to four years„
* * *
demand full deployment of the
Safeguard missile defense
Dangerous homes
sYstern.
ROME ((JPI)-Accidents iii
In
an
annual "military
the home kill 7,500 persons
posture" report to Congress,
By DEAN C. MILLER
sales of silver items may have and injure 1 miHion in Italy
Laird disclosed that President
UPI Business Editor
impact in the financial commu- every year, according to offiNixon had ordered preliminary NEW 'FORK ( UPI)—Twenty nity.
cial statistics. This compares
OUSLOMO1 OP 11.8111
construction work at a fourth ire years ago, right after
MIKIORIALS
Trading in silver futures on with 10,000 killed in traffic
antiballistic missile ( ABM) site, orld War II, 2.291 million the Commodity
/*ow Malls • Moor
Exchange accidents and 4,000 in acci111 Kelpie SR =all
either at Warren Air Force •uples got married in the (Comex), the principal market dents at working places.
Base in Wyoming or at nited States, the largest for speculation in that metal
Washington, D.C.
umber of weddings ever to reached record proportions in
However, a decision where to ake place in this country in a 1970. Trading volume on the
locate the fourth site, and ingle year.
New York Exchange last year
whether to limit deployment of This 1946 bumper crop of totaled 693,697 contracts of
the complete, 12-site ABM arital yearning is benefitting 10,000 ounces each, compared
system across the country, will the jewelry, flatware and silver to 585,249 such contracts in
depend on the outcome of the market areas of the U.S. 1969.
next phase of the Soviet- economy in this silver anniverStocks in the Comex wareThe Tennessee Valley Authority offers for sale a tract of
American Strategic Arms Limi- sary year of those weddings.
houses amounted to 116.38
standing, selectively marked hardwood timber containing an
tation talks resuming next About 1.75 million of the million ounces at the end of
estimated 591,621 board feet. The timber is located in Land
Monday in Vienna, Laird said. couples
survived
marital 1970, up from 111.6 million
Between the Lakes in Trigg County, Kentucky, apHe announced a new strategy storms. So they're in line for ounces at the end of 1969.
proximately five miles north of the intersection of U. S. Highof "realistic deterrence," based silver
anniversary Speculative investment holdings
wedding
way 68 and The Trace formerly Kentucky Highway 453.
on increased arms aid for U.S gifts. Since the average couple of silver bullion increased in
allies and reduction of Amen- receive at least 10 gifts from 1970 for the fifth year in a row,
Sealed bids will be received by the Forest Management
can forces committed overseas, relatives or friends, 10 per cent according to Comex President
Section, Land Between the Lakes, Tennessee Valley
He urged greater spending on of the nation's population is Matthew S. Fox, and he
Authority, Golden Pond, Kentucky, until 10 a.m., Central
research
and
development, involved in giving or receiving predicted a bustling market
Standard Time, March 25, 1971.
particularly on a new manned silver gifts.
this year.
bomber and a long-range Flatware, holloware—bowls, Despite all the silver going
submarine missile fleet, warn- cups, candlesticks, pitcher—and into gifts for the anniversary
Parties interested in inspecting the aforementioned timber
ing that "towards the mid-to- jewelry, including bar accesso- couples, no shortage of the
should contact the above office. Office hours are 7:00 a.m. to
late 1970s, we may find that we ries, cigarette boxes, lighters metal is anticipated. Industrial
3:45 p.m., Monday through Friday. Bid forms and detailed
have no technological lead at and money clips are frequently consumption of silver in the
information
may be obtained from the forester in charge,
all—or worse—we may lag given gifts, according to Morton U.S. last year was about 135
Land Between the Lakes, Golden Pond, Kentucky, telephone
several
years behind
the R. Sarett, president of the million ounces, according to
T. PATRICK'S DAY puts the news •• you will become eloquent, which
number 502-924-5602.
Soviets in some critical areas Jewelry Industry Council.
focus on this Irish-hallowed spot in
may be thexeasian for a lot of Erin Go
Handy & Harman.
--Silvergmiths
by that time." Ireland's County Cork. It's Blarney
The- -Sterling
Bragh eloquence on March 17. Blarney
Laird reported that Russia Guild of America, New York,
Castle. resting place of the Blarney
Castle was built circa 1446 by one Corwill have added 110 land- and noted that the demand for
Stone, which is located on the left side
mac McCarthy. Part of the walls are 18
submarine-based missiles to its silver gift items picked up late
of the parapet up there. The blarney
feet thick. Back then, masonry didn't
Ps that if you kiss the Blarney Stone,
arsenal by mid-1971, for a total in 1970 and has held firm so far
cost much more than blarney does now.
of 1,900 compared to 1,710 for this year. John F. Ambrose,
Federal State Market News the United States. But he said executive vice president of the
Service
the United States still will Guild said the number of silver
Monday March 8 Mayfield, outnumber the Russians in anniversaries celebrated in the
Kentucky.
totals of bombs and warheads. U.S. this year is approximately
Mayfield Livestock Market:
After he submitted his report to I 44 per cent higher than last.
Livestock weighed on arrival
the House Armed Services
The projected increase in
Cattle this week 100
Committee, its chairman, Rep.
Calves this week 20
E. Edward Herbert, D-La., said
COMPARED TO LAST WEEK: Congress must give the Pentagon
Slaughter cows .75 higher, everything it needs or Me
slaughter calves and vealers 2.00- Soviets will be ahead of us in
3.00 higher. Slaughter Bulls and almost every phase by 1975 ... in
delivery, in megatonnage.'.
feeder cattle not tested.
Wall Street Chatter
SLAUGHTER COWS: Utility
In the unclassified version of
NEW YORK (UPI1—Three
20.00-23.00, Cutter 18.00-20.00,
his lengthy report, Laird said of forces are shaping the current
Canner 16.00-18.00.
the Chinese. ICBM program: bull market: inflation, profits
SLAUGHTER CALVES AND
"The start of testing has not and consumer confidence, and
VEALERS: Choice 180-240 lbs.
yet been confirmed, but a are all interdependent, Spear
vealer 40.00-45.00,
reduced range test of an ICBM and Staff says. While the
mixed Good and Choice 36.00may have occurred in late Administration hopes inflation
40.00, Choice 240-350 lbs. calves
1970."
is waning, industrial commodity
38.00-40.00.
Pentagon officials, referring to prices continue to rise, and this
details in the secret version of the
is reflected as the consumer
report, said a 2,0013-mile flight of
Lutheran funding
level, it adds. Yet ronsumer
a missile without warhead_
confidence is the fulcrum on
'141.NEW YORK (I
1970 annual financial appeal
which the Federal Reserve
of
of Lutheran Worlif Action raismust strike a balance between
ed S:1,698,351, bringing. total
spring! With
easy arid hard money, the
I in tributions to
the global
investment adviser adds.
interpretation for '71
program of spiritual and maThough technical indicators
the
three
over
past
aid
terial
lean toward the bullish side, the
decades to more than S 101
firm believes investors should
hy
continue to exercise consideraKy.
Lake
Metes
The Rev. Rollin C. Shaffer.
ble caution, buying selectively
Bowling League
I,WA promotion director of
and on dips.
the Lutheran World Federa•
•
tion, said the funds have been Team
W..L
Considering the government's(
701
/
2 251
spent to aid people in more Martin Oil Co.
/
2
policies in both the
than 80 countries. "This con- Corvette Lanes
70 26 present
fiscal and monetary areas,
tinued strong effort after three All Jersey
61'7 341
/
2
prospects for a further market
decades reflects the sustained Mutual of Omaha
57 39
advance are good, Bache & Co.
concern of church memlwrs for Colonial Bread Co
5617 39/
1
2
Spring dazzle comes in a
Hwy. 641 N Murray, Ky
believes. A consolidation deveneedy human being-in all parts Lindsey's
52 44
-Phone 753-4141
sparkling
jet patent pump,
loping in the near future would
of the world,- he-varid.
College Cleaners
52 44
expressive of only a
Kelly's
touched with a glint of
481
/
2 471
/
2 be
temporary halting, the firm
Mo Go Oil
46 50
gold. Altvays appropriate
NI FACTORY-SPONSORED
Moose Lodge Team No. 1 45 51 says.
for
important occasions of
Uncle Jeff's
43 53
Moose Lodge Team No. 2 42 54 So far the market advance
the day. Also in
mainly been due to
Fenton &Hodge
41 55 has
NAVY CALF
institutional buying, with smalCarroll Tires
34 62
traders remaining skeptical
ler
Murray Auto Parts
34 62
and odd lot traders selling a
record amount of stock on
High Team Game (HUI
Bridget
1104 alance_during the past nine
Moose lodge Team Np 1
Harris,
Co.
months,
Upham
&
Colonial Bread
1045
observes, Quality of leadership
Fenton &Hodge
1014
been excellent, as it usually
Mutual of Omaha
1014 has
is during the early stages of a
bull market, it adds. Until the.
High Team Series 111C)
You will truly be amazed at the dimenmarket goes overboard on
Moose
Lodge
Team
No.
1
3003
sional realism and remarkable'tonal fidelity
speculation there
little
is
Colonial Bread
3010
offered by model 92811 It will bring you
chance of a large scale or
College Cleaners
2949
complete enjoyment of your favorite relasting decline, it notes.
cordings with such quality Magnavox
High Ind. Game (Su,
features as four speakers- a 9." and a 3'h" D. Stanfill
Now, with interest rates at
229
in each cabinet, complete audio controls, C.Campbell
and
levels, money
lower
226
plus stereo headphone jack. And-presavings flows rising briskly,
N. Ryan
221
cision Automatic Player banishes discernand with certain long term
J. Neale
227
rates likely to decline a little
ible record and Diamond Stylus wear! Bucy
225
more, the attraction of stocks
Limited time offer
Buy now!
J Bode('
227
has improved considerably, F.
J. Bury
224
I. DuPont says. Unless interest
rates backtrack sharply, there
High Ind. Series (St
Come in. See almost 200 Magnavox
clearly room for further
Jim Neale
600 is
Annual Sale Values
advances in the stock market,
Save up to
Jim Bury
596
firm says.
Norm Chancy
586 the

Silver Wedding Anniversaries
Should Be Plentiful In 1971

saw len
Murray Marble
Werke

NOTICE
TVA TIMBER FOR SALE

LOOK

Parker Ford, Inc.

IN WANT
THE ADS

"EARLY SPRING SPECIAL"

ALL
YOU
CAN EAT!

Wall Street
Chatter

During the month of March, we will

give a 10% discount on all tune-up parts and brake

linings installed in our shop!

Delicious Seafoods, fried to your delight
and served up with slaw, french fries
and hushpuppies. Free Perch or Caffish
for pirates under 6, when accompanied
by commanding officers. Token charge
50' for stowaways 6-12.
DROP ANCHOR
Tuesday thru Sunday

Remember: "Service Built Our Business'

Oh,the romance

BOWLING
STANDINGS

Captain'
Ritclien

the look you love!

cmorckw.

ANNUAL SALE

CUSTOM STEREO PHONOGRAPH SYSTEM
- MAGNIFICENT SOUND . .
--SOLID-STATE RELIABILITY

NOW ONLY

S11490

'150"

LEACH'S MUSIC 8 TV
Drxieland
Shopping Center

-

High Average
.1irn Neale
Lyman Dixon
T(' Hargrove
Dennis Goodwin

fiber curtains,
onr
167 dratics or bedspreads should
hand
never dry 181
Wear
protective
181 'railed.
180 gloves to sviiid skjii irritation.
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THE LEDGER &

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE !LEAL ESTATE FOR SALE
-es

TIMES - MURK It-. KENTUCKY

THURSDAY-MARCH 11. 1971

FOR SALE
FOR SALE
AUTOS FOR SALE
TRUCKS FOR SALE
•ee
J 1970 'MACH I. Dark green 1970 Ford F100 pick-up 302 V8
DUE TO my recent heart attack CLEAN YOUR rugs with
Shampoo. Ren metallic with power steering, standard transmission. Custom,
Rug
TREWAX
and working hours we are selling
save money. power brakes, factiry air, green and white. Local truck.
about '7 of our grown female Shampooer and
2-tone-Buckle & many
automatic transmission. Local T68. $2195.00.
Pekingese breeders, all AKC Purdoms, Inc.
more styles
M13C car. Low mileage. U19. $2975.
351
Squire.
Ranchero
Ford
1970
registered and healthy. 8 or more
1970 Dodge Charger RT. Power V8, power steering, power
to choose from. Phone 753-4469
Boots & Sandles
windows, steering,
power
brakes, brakes, automatic transmission,
after 7:00 p.m.
M134 GOOD USED doors and
automatic transmission, factory factory air. Local low mileage
Phone 753-9522.
Gants-Sero-Shapley
M13C air. Local car. 1,200 actual miles. vehicle. U278. $3195.00.
A new car. Save $1700.00. C57. 1968 Ford F100 pick-up. 360 V8
CLEAN CARPETS the save and
SHIRTS
safe way with Blue Lustre. Rent CLEAN EXPENSIVE carpets 1969 Dodge Charger. Bronze with with standard transmission.
Summer
Shirts
with the best. Blue Lustre is white vinyl roof, power steering, White with custom cab and radio.
electric shampooer $1.00, Big
Long & Short sleeve
Rent automatic transmission. Local ('255. $1895.00.
favorite.
K.
M13C America's
Stripes, Solids & Plaids
shampooer $1. Western Auto, car. C266. $1995.00
1968 Ford F600 C&C ( 2 ton). 330
some double knit, All permanent press.
"Home of The Wishing Well." 1969 Honda 175. 4200 miles. U267. heavy duty V8 engine, two speed
WE ARE offering our Gilson
M13C $395.00,
,
axle, 5 speed transmission, 174
tractors and tillers at sale prices.
Largest selection of
1969 Ford XLT. Color, Indian inch wheel base, 102 inches cab to
Seaford's Lawn & Garden, 40 INCH GAS Tappan range, good Fire. White vinyl roof. Power axle. A highway truck ( not a
TIES
Hardin, Kentucky,437condition, practically new. Phone steering, automatic transiaission farm or log truck) T142. $2495.00.
March24NC 753-9673.
4412.
and factory air. Local sharp car. 1968 Ford Ranger F100 pick-up
in Murray
M13P C2337. $2695,00
360 V8 with automatic tran1969 Mustang convertible. Red smission. Red and white. A clean
COATS
SK BOAT 18 ft. long with trailer.
SOFA, COSTS about $200, good with white top. V8 automatic local truck. T156. $1995.00.
Stripe-Solld-Bi-swing
New 455 cubic inches Pontiac
condition, will sell for $50; transmission. Sold new at Parker 1967 Ford F250 ( 34 ton) pick-up.
Dacrons-Wools-Double knits
motor, top speed 75 m.p.h. Red
electric lawn edger, costs about Ford. U279. $2195.00
352 V8 standard transmission.
and white. Phone 753-6779 days,
By
very little, $15. Phone 1969 Ford Fairlane four door Red and white. Local truck. T124.
used
$50,
or 753-4487 nights. See at Hook's
302
and
sedan.
V8
automatic
753-5976.
Clubman-Deansgate-Bennets
$1395.00.
Wheel Alignment, 408 North 4th.
M13C transmission. A local car with 1967 Chevrolet pick-up. V8
Warren & Sewell
M11C
vinyl interior. Power steering standard transmission. Red and
TRAVEL TRAILER, 22 ft. and factory air. C215. $1850.00
white. Local truck. T76. $1295.00.
Large Selection
PINK FORMAL,size 7, worn one deluxe, self contained. Call 753- 1969 VW Squareback. A sharp 1969 Little Colonel 11 ft. pick-up
M111 7117 days, after five p.m. 753- local car with factory air. U7. camper. Equipped as follows;
time. Phone 489-2257.
$1795.00
3425, ask for Tom.
roof mounted air conditioned, gas
•
M17C 1969 Ford Galaxie 500 two door stove and oven, gas furnace and
ANTIQUE CUPBOARD. Best
hardtop with sports roof. Red hot water heater, pressurized hot
It isn't too early to start
offer accepted. Phone 753BEAUTY SHOP equipment; two with power steering, automatic and cold water system, shower,
buying these graduation presents
M11C dryers, a wet station, an all transmission, factory air. Local commode and septic tank and 12
9602.
purpose hydraulic chair, less car. U17. $1995.00
volt electric refrigerator. PA
We still have a lot of winter
than one year old, like new. 1968 Ford Cortina four door system to cab of truck. This unit
_____._merchandise on saleC,O.A. FONIES,apd grade stock
sedan. Automatic transmission; IS--inbunte-b-ii-ii 1967-Ford F250M111 Phone 753-2511 from 8:00-5:00.
Suits, Sweaters, sport coats and pants
Phone 346-5697.
M13C radio. Sold new at Parker Ford. xi ton) Ranger camper special
U262. $1195.00
with 352 V8. Power steering,
ONE OLD china cabinet -with DISTRESSED STOCK-truck load 1968 .ThunderbiriLiriur ....dotir_, power brakes, .and _automatic
sale. Room sizes, full rolls, Wall Landau, complete with all the transmission. Ideal for long trips
glass door. $50.00. Phone 753to wall, some jute back, some extras. C179. $2495.00
or weekend. U4. $3995.00.
2806.
Across from MSU Library
commercial type, hi-density 1968 Mustang two door hardtop
vinyl
black
with
rubber back rugs. Value to $6.95 1102 V8. Yellow
1963 E100 Ford Econoline van. 6
Phone 753-3242
AMERICAN SUPER 8 sanding
square yard, our price $1.99 and roof. Local clean 'car. C129. cylinder standard transmission.
machine, American De-Lux 16
$2.99 square yard. Pick anything $1695.00
C136. $595.00.
inch polisher with 3 attachments, on truck while it
lasts. Cash and 1968 Ford Cortina two door four 1960 Ford pick-up with cattle
Super 7 Clarks edger, must sell
CARD OF THANKS
carry. Paschall's Discount speed GT. Economical riding. racks. Runs like a watch. T97.
WANTED TO BUT
due to ill health. All In good
House, Hazel, Kentucky, 492-9733. U2844895.00
$350.00.
deep
our
express
to
want
We
324
TO BUY; logs and
WANT
condition-753-2
M13P 1968 Pontiac Catalina two door 1960 Ford panel truck. Interior
gratitude for standing timber. Also have for
and
Ml2P
appreciation
hardtop. Light green with black paneled with fold down table. A
the warm and friendly thoughts sale lumber and sawdust.STRAW AND HAY for sale vinyl roof. Power steering, power-fisherman's friend. C57. $295.00.
to every person who assisted us Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co.
brakes, automatic transmission
35 more cars in stock, ranging
TWO FORMALS, size 10. One Phone 753-3820.
at the death of our loved one and Phone 753-4147.
car.
clean
Local
apiece.
ó,i' White, $7.50
. M13C al"factory air.
•from 1955 to 1966 models.
TFC
Daddy, Thomas E. Nance
Phone 753-3447.
Parker Ford, Inc. Corner of 7th
C17. $1995.00
flowers, food and
the
for
Thanks
NOTICE
Ml2P 4020 JOHN DEERE tractor and 1968 Galaxie 500 two door hard- and Main. Phone 753-2617.
Especially to the J H
M13C prayers,
plows. 530 Case tractor, 72 A.C. top. Red with black vinyl roof.
A.
Churchill Funeral Home, Bro.
AKC REGISTERED German combine. 67 Dodge truck, two ton Power steering, automatic
W. Landis and Bro. Waid
Shepherd puppies. Phone 436- with grain bed. Phone 753-1977. transmission and air. One owner 1968 CHEVROLET pick-up, long
Copeland for the words that
5841.
tranM13P- Tennessee car. C235. $1795.00
wide bed, V8 standard
brought much comfort and to
M12P
1968 Thunderbird two door smission, custom cab, anBobbie Garrison, Jo Mathis and
SMALL GROCERY and bait Landau. Burgandy with black niversary gold. 28,876 miles. One
Miller for the beautiful
M13C vinyl roof. All of the extras. A owner. Kentucky truck warrenty Shirley
shop. Phone 753-6420
singing. Thank you would not be
FRIGIDAIRE. TWIN beds,
U24.
do
beautiful automobile.
still good. Reason for selling,
enough words to let you know how
complete with springs and in- JAP HAY,600 bales. 60 cents and $2495.00
not need truck. Phone Mrs. we appreciate friends like you.
nerspring mattress. Practically 65 cents per bale. Phone 435-5311. 1968 Ford XL. Red with power James Hudson 753-6156.
The Family of Thomas E.
new. 621 Ellis Drive.
brakes.
M12C
power
Ml2P iteering,
Nance.
M12C
Automatic transmission. A sharp
1TP
FOR RENT
601 S. 4th Street
22 INCH PUSH type rotary one owner local car. U21. $1795.-90
EDISON
type mower with 3,7 H.P., 4 cycle 1968 Ford Galaxie 500 two door
ANTIQUE
ESTATE FOR SALE
REAL
Air10x42.
HOME.
phonograph. Number of playable motor. Like new. $25.00. Phone hardtop. Red with black vinyl MOBILE
two and one-half TWO BEDROOM brick witn
SERVICES OFFERED
cylinders included. Phone 753- 753-5849.
roof. Automatic transmission, conditioned,
Phone 753- paneled kitchen and den on
Murray.
from
miles
2527.
C246.
car.
Local
power
steering.
11412C
M15, Concord Highway 2'7 miles from FURNITURE REFINISHING.
2583 after 5:00 p.m.
M12C
$1695.00
Pi acres with apple All work guaranteed. Free
10X50 MOBILE HOME, bought 1967 Mercury Comet four door TWO 'BEDROOM trailer, fur- Murray.
orchard and garden space. City pickup and delivery. Free
55 GALLON BARRELS. Phone new in 1967. Excellent condition sedan 289 V8 and automatic
12x50,
nished. air-conditioned,
M111 estimate. Antique or natural
Phone 753-5447.
753-2350 after 5:00 p.m.
with gas heat and completely transmission. A clean Kentucky good location. Phone 753-3895 or water.
finish. Jerry McCoy,753M12P furnished. Phone 753-8251.
car. C248. $995.00.
M12C
753-3482.
March 31C
BRICK HOUSE: three bedrooms, 3045.
M12C 1967 Ford LTD four door sedan.
Dark green metallic with TWO BEDROOM duplex, $75.00 two baths, fenced back yard
AUCTION SALE
1st. RAILROAD WELDING and
NOTICE
.
brougham interior. Power a month. $50.00 deposit. Couple 75x210 lot. Possession April
wrought iron shop. East Maple
TFC
753-2987
Phone
power , brakes, preferred No pets. See at 1601
steering,
AUCTION SALE, March 13, 1971,
Street, across from Murray
automatic transmission and College Farm Road or call 1-3131:00 p.m at the late Clay and
TWO STORY house with two car Lumber Co., owned by -Dan
factory air. A local one owner 842-2162.
Kitty Morton home, located
Hutson, operated by Bandi.
car. C192. $1795.00.
M23NC garage, across from new high Phone
corner of 5th and Barnett in
J753-1933.
APRIL7C
Four
Blvd.
Johnson
on
school
1967 Mustang convertible. Red
Hazel. Will sell; solid oak
bedrooms,2,7 baths, living room,
cylinder
private
Modern,
with
ROOM.
Six
top.
LARGE
white,
dresser, rocking chairs, hand
automatic transmission. Sold entrance, air-conditioned, dining room, kitchen with built- FOR ALL your home alterations
tools, vacuum cleaner, 30 feet of
new at Parker Ford. Ull. refrigerator, electric heat, grills, ins, large den with fire-place. repairs, remodeling, etc. new or
iron fence, deep freeze,
MI2C old. Free estimates. Call 753$121/5.00.
picnic table, washers, dryers. Phone 753-305)
automatic washer, stone jugs,
6123.
March 29NC
hard- Zimmerman Apartments, Sout
.door
1967
four
Ford
LTD
wagon wheels, kettle and stand,
top. Power steering, power 16th. Phone 753-6609.
BY OWNER: Four bedroom,- SPRING IS just around die
brasS bed, tobacco setter, cherry
MI •• three bath, large fully equipped
brakes, automatic transmission,
grandfather clock, RCA 21 inch
rug
corner.
Experienced
factory air. A clean Kintu-cky
kitchen includes; breakfast area, cleaning at bargain prices. Costs
television, marble top tables,
house
BEDROOM
car.
$1495.00.
THREE
C231.
largc
dining
room,
seperate
living room suite, grind rock,
you only pennies to leave your
1967 Ford Fairlane four door available April 1st. Coupl living room, 28x16 family room
round top trunks, bed room suite,
looking like new. Phone 753rug
sedan 289 V8 automatic tran- preferred. Will rent to couple with fire-place. Study or 5th
cheery book-case round table,
local car. C253. with one child. Deposit required. bedroom. Built in two car garage. 6051
solid
A
srniision.
electric stove, refrigerator, lawn
M12C
$1395.00.
753-3903.
Quality construction includes;
furniture, half bed. Many other
hardtop.
door
M12C gas forced heat, central air, dual
1967 Mustang two
items too numerous to mention.
EXPERIENCED. GUARANArne gold with black vinyl roof
pane windows throughout,
Good sale, be sure to come, we'd
TEED carpet laying. $1.00 per
accent stripes. 289 V8 THREE BEDROOM trailer, Pi redwood
and
deck,
eoncrete
like to " - you there. Terry
after 5.00
automatic transmission. A sharp baths, furnished. North 16th driveways and walks. large yard. Phone 753-9449
Shoemaker-Auctioneer.
p.m
U23. $1595.013.
Street Extended. $100.00 per corner lot; purchase adjoining
little
M13C
M12C
Phone 753-9449 after 5:00 lots optional. Three minutes to
109 N 5th Murray, Ky. Parker Ford, Inc., Corner of 7th month.
.In
new high school, five minutes to
LADIES, GIRLS, interested in
and Main. Phone 753-2617.
MI
MSU. Federal government
Owned by
textile painting? Phone 753-3927.
M13C
AUCTION, MARCH 13, 1971 at
employee being transferred,
M12C
'Brown & Hatchett
10:00 a.m., located corner of 4th
ONE BEDROOM trailer, $50.00 must sell. 753-6949 for apand Gilbert in Hazel at the late
paid.
1962 VOLKSWAGEN BUS, 9 per month. All utilities
pointment.
mlic CHESTER'S AUCTION Sale
Patton Nance. Will sell; stove,
in
passenger, new motor, new tires, Phone 489-2595
Specializing
Service.
NOTICE
refrigerator, dining room suite,
M12C TWO STORY house, two blocks household, antiques and farm
$800.00. Phone 753-9449 after 5:00
air-conditioner, big shop fan, DO YOU earn $130.00 per week or p M.
from University. Four bedrooms auctions. For information phone
glass door safe, good condition, less? If so you may qualify for a
M12C STUDIO APARTMENT, modern bath, utility room, large livin 435-4042.
onh
new
for
continental
home
furnished Also a room for a man room Phone 753-6501 for a
reclining chair, odd chairs,
1TP
tables, cabinets, beds, new $200 down. Call Ainerican 1965 PLYMOUTH Fury II, four hmmerman Apartments, South pomtment.
MU
door sedan, power steering and 16th Street, Phone 753-6609.
buffer, vacuum cleaner, like new. Housing Inc., 753-6715.
FOR SALE OR KENT
MI3C factory air. Phone 753-9901 after
M13C
WANT TO now lawns, Good
Bed clothes, dishes, woven rugs,
5, or 753-3917.
NEW 1971 IWO mobile home, service. Contracts for summer
round top trunk, mixer, heaters,
Ml3P
NOTICE
83650.00. On private lot to rent, Phone 753-9483
hand tools, girls clothes sizes 1-3, 1, Garvin Phillips, as of this
M17C
3, 2 miles South of Murray Phone
wheel barrow, old high chair, date, March 9, 1971 will not be 1963 CHEVY II station wagon
753 9151.
Ml5P
good shape. Other items too responsible for any debts in- Itone
MI1
753-4344.
THE YOUTH SHOP
numerous to mention. Plan to be curred other than my own Ml2P
504 main
at these sales in Hazel all day
Register Now for the
Saturday. We will be looking El.F.CTROLU X SALES & Ser- 1967 BUICK I,A SABRE, four
Free Easter Outfit
forward to your being there. vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky. C. M. (100r, with power-.steering and
iraw mg week before Easter
I
FarTerry Shoemaker-Auctioneer. Sanders, phone 382-2468,
lees. New set of tires, photie
We Maier In Minors
Aprill2( 7514516 after 5:00 p.m.
Kenhicky.
M13
M13C
FOR SALE

FOR SALE
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SPACIOUS THREE BEDROOM BRICK home near shopping
centers and schools. Has foyer, large living room, family
room, kitchen, utility, 2 ceramic baths, double garage,
carpeting, patio, fenced back yard. Kitchen built-ins include
refrigerator, freezer, dishwasher, range and oven. One of
Murray's nicer homes.

SUMMER

ATTRACTIVE THREE BEDROOM BRICK home just a
couple of blocks Southwest of the city limits. Has living room,
family room, kitchen, utility, 2 ceramic baths, central heat
and air, carpeting, drapes, garage.
72 ACRE FARM with 52 tillable acres, located just South of
Coldwater. Lots of blacktop frontage, some outbuildings,
some fencing. A good buy at $15,000.

SALE

! a tract of
ontaining an
ited in Land
ntucky, apif U.S. Highvay 453).

4anagement
ssee Valley
,.m., Central

oned timber
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GOOD BRICK HOME IN THE COUNTRY - located 4 miles
S.E. of Murray on Old Murray-Paris Road. Has living room,
den with fireplace, kitchen with built-ins, 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, carport. Air-conditioner and drapes included.
2 BEDROOM BRICK HOME,on an extra large corner lot, in
the Southeast part of Hazel. Large kitchen, living room,
utility room, garage, outside storage shed, carpeting, TV
antenna, central heat, air-conditioner. Full price $11,500.
Immediate possession.
3BEDROOM STUCCO HOME with 10 acres of land and good
outbuildings, priced at only $16,000. Located on Hwy. 121 S.E.
within 5 miles of Murray.
PROFITABLE RETAIL HARDWARE BUSINESS including
stock, fixtures and building. Reason for selling - owner is
leaving the state. Call for an appointment to discuss full
details.
LAKEFRONT COTTAGE TN Pine SluIT Shares.-Three
2
/
bedroom home with white masonite siding, central heat, 11
baths, private boat dock.
4 ACRE TRAILER PARK located near Kentucky Lake
Resorts. Double-wide mobile home residence Plus tent 10)
rental spaces for income. Owner's health necessitates
moving nearer Murray. Will sell or trade for 3 bedroom home
or mobile home in good condition.
160 ACRE FARM located just in the edge of Graves County,
approximately 11 miles from Murray. Has 135 acres of
cropland, large old frame home needing repairs, outbuildings, good fences. Good revenue producing farm.
LARGE 3 BEDROOM BRICK HOME with one acre of land.
Has living room, kitchen, dining, reo1p, large den with
fireplace, utility room, 2 ceramic baths, double Carpat,
carpeting, drapes, air-conditioner. Priced at a bargain $25,000. Additional acreage available, if desired.

ake

38 ACRE FARM with good fences and 2 stables. Has 35 acres
tillable. Located 2 miles South of Coldwater.
LARGE 2 STORY FRAME HOUSE, in good repair, at an
economical price. This house has 2 complete kitchens and
can bring in an excellent income when rented as a duplex.
Full price $7500.
3 BEDROOM BRICK HOME,in like new condition, located in
Fairview Acres. Has living room, kitchen-family room,
2 ceramic baths, carport, outside storage,
/
utility room, 11
128X256 foot lot. Immediate possession.

ice of
th
for

71
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4 BEDROOM BRICK HOME, with one acre wooded lot,
located in Lynn Grove. Has living room, family room, kitchen, Pt baths, carpeting, TV antenna, air-conditioner.
Price reduced $1,000.
2 BEDROOM STUCCO HOME with 2 acres of land. Located
one mile from city on Hwy. 121, S.E. Good well and fences.
Separate garage with 2 room attached. Only $10,000.
3 BEDROOM BRICK HOME in Plainview Acres. Has living
2 ceramic baths,
/
room, kitchen-family room, utility, 11
economical gas central heat and air, carpeting, drapes.

rou love!

19 ACRE FARM WITH 2 bedroom shingled house Located 3
miles North of Murray on US-641.

mesin a

TWO STORY FRAME house in the North part of Hazel. Includes 2 bedrooms, living room, family room, kitchen, bath
and enclosed porch on the ground level. Additional semifinished room upstairs. Priced at $7,600 to settle an estate.

pump,
;lint of
ent

aropriate
casions of

Bridget

VERY ATTRACTIVE 3 BEDROOM BRICK and one acre lot,
located in the New Providence community. Den with fireplace, kitchen with built-in range and dishwasher, ceramic
bath, carpeting, two utility rooms, double carport.
46 ACRE FARM located 2 miles East of Murray on OldMurray-New Concord Road. Has 2 bedroom frame house that
needs repair. Good crop bases.
157 ACRE FARM on newly blacktopried Van Cleave Road.
110 acres of cropland, balance in woods A good producing
farm.
BRAND NEW 3 BEDROOM BRICK in Lynnwood Estates.
Living room, kitchen-family room, central heat, ceramic
imbath, hardwood floors, garage, city water. Available
mediately.
BUII.DING SITES IN Murray, Wiswell, Hazel, Panorama
Shores, Lakeway Shores, Pine Bluff Shores. Keniana Shores,
Meadow Green Acres, Jackson Acres, Fairview Acreh and
I.!,•nnwood Estates.
see us'.
TO BUY
TO SELL

liii with us:

Fulton Young Realty
4th & Maple
Phone 753-7333
Home Phones Futton_E Young, 153.4946,
Center

Ishmael Stinson, 753 1534

SUITS - SPORT

BILLFOLDS - BELTS - MOD WATCHBANDS

The College Shop

KEN-TEN

BLDG. SUPPLY
Murray's
Paneling
Center

SHROAT MEAT
MARKET

Has Reopened
Under New
Inspection
Same Low Prices
-federal Inspected
Meats

SHROAT MEAT
MARKET

car.

More

0-

•

ass! le
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luu can remove black heel
1ujrks from resilient flooring
IA rubbing lightly with steel
wool, then rinsing and waxing.

If you are planning odd
painting jobs around the house,
avoid disappointing results by
washing all to-be-painted items.

One of the simplest safety
precautions against food poisoning-always wash your hands
before handling food.

Save the cotton from
aspirin bottles and the like for
in removing nail
Later use

I DARE
YOU TO
COME
IN AND
GET IT

IT'S
IN
HERE

Unite

FLOUR

WANTED; SOMEONE to stay in
home with elderly lady. Phone
M111
758-5881 or 489-2555.

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES

SECRETARY 20 hours week,
$160.00 month. Write and speak
forcign language helpful. 2471501, Baker and Baker Employment Service, 1025 West
Broadway, Mayfield.
M12NC

— DIRECT SERVICE —
LOUISVILLE, KY. Ph. 637-2778
MEMPHIS, TENN. Ph. 525-1415
NASHVILLE, TENN. Ph. 256-5847
ST. LOUIS, MO. Ph. 436-5332

/iAINTAINENCE TRAINEE, to
$4500.00. Immediate need for
man with knowledge of airconditioners and heating. Excellent benefits. 247-1501, Baker
WIRE-HAIRED
and Baker Employment Service, LOST:
1025 West Broadway, Mayfield. Dachshund with tan feet and
M12NC black body. Lost on the Johnny
Robertson road. Phone 753MI1C
6749.
MAINTAINENCE FOREMAN;
mechanical background pipe
LOST: WHITE male Pekingese.
fitting, welding with knowledge of
Answers to name of Charlie
Fees
pumps.
and
solutions
heavy
Phone 753-4707 or 753-8175
paid S !ary to $10,000 plus. 247Reward.
MIS+
1501. Baker and Baker Employment Service, 1025 West STRAYED FROM home, small
Broadw_a_y,_M
• ayfield.
ok_dog with white whiskers,
mixed Dachshund, Beagle.
Weighs about 20 pounds. Strayed
YOUNG MAN for general kitchen from home Friday. March 10,
work. High school and military vicinity of Lynn Grove Hwy., If
obligations completed. If you are found or seen call 753-3466 cher
neat, efficient and willing to 3:00 p.m.
work, this is a good opportunity.
Some experience preferred. No
students. Apply Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
M13C
WANTED: EXPERIENCED
waitress. Steady work, good
salary plus extra good tips.
Kentucky Lake Lodge and
Restaurant, Aurora, Kentucky,
474-2259.
M11C
"APPLICATIONS ARE now
being accepted for a nurse aide
training class to begin soon at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital. Apply at Nursing OfM12C
fice."
WANTED: EXPERIENCED
waitress,' part time work. Must
be neat, qficien! and free to work
week ends. Only Asl ngcl apply..
No phone calLs. Colonial House
Smorgasbord, Hwy.641 North.
M12C
PFRMANENT POSITION if you
have gardening or nursery experience. Full benefits to $350.00
monthly. 247-1501. Baker and
Baker Employment Service, 1025
West Broadway, Mayfield.
M121'41C

CARBONDALE, Itl.(UP1)"Menard Time," put out by
inmates- of the Illinois State
Penitentiary at Nlenard. has
been named best-printed newspaper fpr the second straight
Year in the American Penal
Press Contest.
The sixth annual competition, sponsored by the Southern Illinois l;niversity School
of Journalism, drew the larEest
number of entries to date -424
publications from 56 institutions in 31 states. In all, 110
awards were won by publications of penal institutions in
21 states.

The Colonials
WAKE UP
EAIZTH 7 7
LET'S 1-1Enae iT
FOIZ 61=121 p.ie

PRICE

SIX ROOM brick, two baths,
carport, utility room, patio. Near
University. $125.00 per month.
Phone 753-4481 after 5:00 p.m.
M11C

X
I
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P
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4
41
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HOSPITAL
INSURANCE

Use Your

LADIES -

Bank Credit Card
at Big K

McCONNELL
Insurance

Flare Leg Pants

Weems
would
that ar

Get set for Spring with these
zip front, yoke back assorted
twill, canvas stripe
duck,
pants.
flare
Sizes 8-18.

Our pa
back tt
bird fe

AM/FM
SOLID STATE
PORTABLE

753-4194'

Thinking of
Home Decorating?
Think of--Hughes Paint
Store

RADIO

We plcl
anothei
"You(

88

Tuning control, A.M.
Police
and
F.M.
Earphone
Bands.
and antenna.
jack

COMPARE
AT 19.99

Model DS 150

SCHICK

401 Maple St 753-3642

Hair Styling Comb
Mexico selected
for world meet
NEW YORK (UPI) -11,10010 and 12,000 delegate,
are expected to attend the
Ninth Assembly of the %odd
Convention of Churches of
Christ, which will kw Weld in
Mexico from
July 30 to
Aug. 4, 1974.says the Mexican
National Tourist Council.
Other religious convention,
already scheduled for Stexico
are a conference of the Baptist
%odd Aliance (1973) and the
General Conference of Seventh
Day Adventists (1978).

Leather-textured durable
dryer and travel case,
dryer
powerful
unit,
comb and brush attachadiustable heat
ment
control.
SQUEEZED BY—William J.
Casey strikes a prayerful
pose before the Senate
Banking Committee in
Washington, which okayed
him 9 to 3 to be Securities
and Exchange Commisidon
chairman after 'calling him
back for furtheCqiiestiOning about business dealings.

THE YOUTH SHOP

Mens 100% Acrylic
Short Sleeve Knit Shirt

4Mfg.

A beautiful asst. of
solid colors with
white striped neck
and pocket. Sizes
S-M-L-XL.

Sugg.
19.95

Flashlight
Batteries
GALA 2 ROLL PACKS

ir4110;,,

PAPER TOWELS
OR

Knit Shirts 2-$5.00

NORTHERN 4 ROLL PACKS

NORTHERN New extra strengthTOWELS extra thickness-145
2 ply towels. White
only.

3 FOR

BATHROOM TISSUE

00

REG. 52C Pack
Mfg. list 50C Pkg. of two
factory fresh batteries in
eithei_C or D cell. Guaranteed protection.

Teens & Womens
CHUNK HEEL

Mr. R. L. Cooper, Coordinator of Health Services arhe
Marshall County DepertmPnt
of Health, announces the
Lion of Max Alison Wea%Pr,
Murray, Kentucky, to the staff
as SanItarlin, to assist James
Erwin and ti. Buel 4Iwards.
Mr. Weaver began tin affiliation with the department
March 1. He will be employed full-time with Marshall
County sanitation work. He
previous!. wnrkcd v.itti the
Healtb Department for approx.
imately 20 months.
The returnee stated thetr
services are available from
I:00 a. m. until 4:301). in.

66

Compare
at 3.99

NORTHERN
TOWELS

Eve ready

504 Main
Play Knits $1.95 set

Thel,KKIR--ialier ranging retre-reftri•tor--oxprrimeril will
permit long-term topeasurrownlo• of Earth-Munn Malang,
by m.ti,ig as a pattal‘e target for Parer bratom f
Earth.

LOAFER
Bright
hardwair,
trim:
punchwork
accents, soft foam
lining-Sizes to 10.
In Brown

PACKS
LIMIT
4 PACKS

Reg.
4"

MEN'S LEATHER

Limit 6

Faultless

LOAFERS

SPRAY
On
STARCH

styling,
Penny
smooth leather uppers hefty construction Sizes 6'/i-12.
In Brown.

SAVE
32t

ST. JOSEPH
C ASPIRIN
100s
14Afg. Sugg. 69

Save 32C from mfg. suggested retail on this 5 grain
famous St. Joseph Aspirin.

GLIDE OUT
APPLIANCE

Roller
Makes cleaning a
snap under heavy
ariphances

The Star Of
Modern Starches
22 oz

2/sloo
• V,.,

Tbi.

%

ckp.•rtittt•Ikl...1.
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SATURDAY-SUNDAY-MONDAY (13th-I4th-15th) ONLY

Per
Room $nn
Benefit" Day
Free Information

Agencj

A In
handle(
Council
meetinj
The
Ford
report]
meet t
Torino;
it was
dard si

Mon - Sat 9 a m. to 9 p.m.
Sunday 12.30 6 VA-

BelAir Shopping Center
Acres of Free Parkini

:753-8777 •

Compare
at 199
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